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BIG JBLAZE
Destructive and Costly Fire at
J. G. Baldridge.
EVERYTHING IN REACH

CONSUMED

fiig Lumber Yards and Brick Building
Succumbed to the Flames.
CARRIED VERY

LIGHT

INSURANCE

Six fires In less than two weeks
the record Albuquerque pre- - X
sents to fire Insurance adjusters.
Last week, the Santa Fe Pacific X
railway hospital, the Foster Mil- linery company and the Golden
Rule Dry Goods company were
either destroyed or pretty badly
scorched ly fire. This week, so
far, the fire department has been X
called out three times, viz: On
Monday to the burning of a barn,
or small storage house, In the S
rear of the B. B. Borden resl- - X
dence; yesterday morning, to the
residence of Frank Hopping on X
South Edith street, and laBt night
to the J. C. Baldridge fire on
South First street. A pretty good
record for a city the size of Albu- querque, entailing a loss estimat- ed at about $45,000, with an insur- ance of about one-hal- f
that
amount.
Is,

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

The J. C. Baldridge Fire.
The well equipped new lumber yards
and office building of J. C. Baldridge,
on South First street, is a mass of
ruins today, the result of the most dis
astrous conflagration that has visited
the city for many a day. The entire
block, the recently built brick office
building, sheds, and the barber shop on
the corner were consumed.
The loss Is estimated at about $20,-00on which about $5,000 or $6,000
'
insurance was carried.
Confusing Fire Alarms.
In connection with the distressing
mocking bird whistle, alarms were
sent In from four or five different
boxes which was very confusing. The
first discovery found the entire lumber
.yards in flames. Flames leaping wildly into the air and the large columns
of smoke brought half the city to the
scene.
When the fire department reached
the scene the flames covered the entire
block and' were spreading rapidly. The
fire boys, assisted by eager volunteers,
worked hard, for it looked as If the
viaduct, Albuquerque steam laundry,
Beaven's coal and wooil yards would
in a short time be a mass of flames.
But the fire fighters put forth great exertion and In a short time the blazing
telegraph polos on the viaduct and the
smoking timbers of the viaduct were
under control. After li was seen that
it was impossible to save the lumber
yards and buildings, the fire fighters
used all their efforts in confining the
lire within the arena of shooting
flames.
The great crowds who had gathered
to bee the beautiful yet disastrous conflagration kept well back, In fact It was
the only thing they could do, as the
heat was so Intense that it was almost
unendurable to get within a hundred
feet of the fire.
Crumbling Brick Wall.
The walls of the laro brick office
building filled with doors, windows,
boxes of window glass and paint, looked dangerous from tne time the Are
started. However, they only began to
tumble down after the entire interior
had been burned out and the vast
amount of stock fallen to the floor.
Many fears were expressed lest the
brave fire fighters be aught lieneath
brick walls. But most fortunately not a single life was lost, nor
were there any accidents.
There are various opinions as to the
origin of the fire. The universal opinion is that it was the work of Incendiaries.
Several people, who live on
First street, claim they passed the
hnnler yards not ten minutes to the
time the sea of flames were seen, and
that there was no indication of fire. It
ts thought that whoever set fire to the
yards used oil most lavishry, as there
,as no breeze or draft to cause the
flames to spread In the mysterious
the-fallin- g
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manner In which they did. There
were casks of paint, oil and gasoline
and other highly combustible articles
in the large main building, but it is asserted the largest sheets of flames
were In the other end of the yard when
the fire was discovered.
Worked Heroically.
The fire fighters worked heroically
and many of the old volunteers were
soon In the midst of the brigade of
fighters, the old spirit predominating.
The fire department from the Santa
Fe railway shops were on hand with
their hose cart and did very effective
work.
The water pressure was poor at the
start, but gradually grew stronger as
the fire progressed. A city of Albuquerque's progresslveness should have a
better water equlpmsst, for It means
everything In a fire.
The Insurance.
Mr. Baldridge was seen this morning and he stated that he had no Idea
how the fire originated.
The loss, he
said, would not reach over $20,000, of
which only about a fourth was covered
by insurance. F. H. Kent had $500 on
the stock in the Liverpool, London &
Rankin & Co.
Globe company;
had $SO0 on the stock and $1,500 on the
brick building, all In tne Niagara com
pany; Metcalf & Straus had $500 on
the stock In the North British & Mer
cantile company; George Brewer &
Co. had $500 in the Insurance Company
of North America, and $500 In the
Philadelphia Underwriters.
Mr. Walker, the uookkeeper, stated
this morning that he carried some in
surance on both stock and building,
but as the policies were locked up in
the safe, which was burled under the
debris, he was not able to give the
exact amounts. The amounts given
above are correct as far as rould be
learned. The total Insurance will not
reach over $6,000.
The fact that Mr. Baldridge carried
so little insurance on the stocK and
buildings Is to le regretted. The loss
to Mr. Baldridge will be considerable.
Why anyone should commit such a
dastardly crime is not known. Mr.
Baldridge is one of Albuquerque's most
enterprising and good business men.
He has the sympathy of the whole
community.
Books and Papers Saved.
Most of the books, papers and furniture of the office were saved and all
the barber shop equipment was gotten
out. But it took quick work, as the
flames were ravaging both buildings
in a short time.
The big safe was .kept from getting
red hot by an almost continual stream
of water, and It is thought the contents will be uninjured. The firemen
were still working this morning. Small
blazes are continually springing up and
require constant watching.
Correct List Insurance.
A. E. Walker, bookkeeper for Mr.
Baldridge, was seen this afternoon and
gave the following insurance as the
correct list carried on the buildings
and stock:
George E. Brewer t Co. had $500 on
stock in the North American company
and $500 on stock in the Philadelphia
Underwriters.
F. H. Kent had $500 on stock in the
Liverpool, Iondon & Globe.
Metcalf & Straus had $500 on stock
in the North British & Mercantile company.
D. J. Rankin & Co, $800 on buildings
and $800 on stock and buildings in the
Niagara.
A. E. Walker, $800 on brick building,
$G00 on the frame buildings and sheds
in the rear, $500 on stock, and $500 on
the main building, all with the Springfield company.
Making a total of $6,000 on the entire stock and buildings.
The safe was removed from the
ruins this afternoon and moved into
the building north of the main office.
The contents of the safe were not injured in the least, and the safe is as
good as ever, with the exception of the
paint being burned off.
All the telephone wires in front of
the lumber yards are down, and the
service in the southern part of the
city will be out of order for a few
days.
Republicans of Precinct 26.
There will be a meeting of republicans of precinct No. 26 at the office of
Justice Borchert on Third Btreet Friday, January 9, at 7:30 o'clock, for
the
purpose of nominating candidates for
justice of the peace and constable for
said precinct. Election Monday, January 12, at the office of E. H. Dunbar.

direction of the lumber yards.
However, the resolutions which had
been drawn up condemning tne testimony of the United States civil engineer, Newell, to the senate commit
Struck City of Omaha and Did tee, will be presented and discussed at
a called meeting. The committee.
Great Damage.
Hon. E. S. Stover, W. S. Burke and
T. J. Curran, who had been appointed
to draw up the resolutions were presBUZZARDS ent and many other1 enthusiastic club
OTHER DESTRUCTIVE
;
men.
The reputation of the old Rio Grande
The Coal Strike Commission Has Re will be upheld by the old residents of
the valley, who do not intend to see
sumed Its Labors.
the river slandered by any eastern engineers who theorize from their
closets. It was the intention to cenMINNESOTA'S GOVERNOR SWORN IN
sure the United States for allowing one
of its departments to attempt to prove
Omaha, Neb., Jan. 7. Proba- the Rio Grande navigable, while anbly half a hundred buildings were X other made statements that it conmore or less damaged by the gale X tained no water at all.
which struck Omaha last night.
The omnibus statenood bill was one
The wind did not abate with the
of the subjects which was to receive
morning, but continued to blow X attention.
at a furious velocity. Wires are
V prostrated in all directions and X
FAIR MEETING.
the city was in darkness the lat- Executive Committee and Directors
ter part of the night. Telephone
Called Together Tonight.
X and telegraph companies report X
wires down throughout Nebras- A very important fair meeting will
ka and western Iowa with strong ! bo held upstairs over Zeiger's Cafe togale from the northwest, causing S night, and it is desired by President
serious Interruptions to communl- Hall that the executive committee and
catlonB.
directors attend. Resignations will be
considered.
Blizzard in iowa.
Des Moines, Iowa, Jan. 7. With the
LUMBER MILL SITES.
wind blowing at a rate of forty miles
no
an hour, Des Moines experienced
particular difficulty with the blizzard
Abandoned, Owing
which is prevailing throughout the The Clellan Site
No snow to amount
northwest.
to High Figures (iemantfed,
to anything accompanying the gale.
The only damage experienced was the
blowing down of numerous signs, chimOTHER SITES NOW IN VIEW.
neys and outhouses.
Council Bluffa, Iowa," Jan. 7. Last
President C. W. Wa?d, of Chicago;
night's wind storm destroyed tempor
F.
rarily every electric light circuit In Ira B. Bennett, of Deirolt;-EdgaAllen,
Sawyer,
Judge
Cleveland;
II.
of
the city, smashed a number of plate
glass windows and did other damage. of Hillsdale, Mich.' and D. W. C. Mer-riaof Chicago, composing the comHeavy wind continues today with light
fall of snow. The storm was general mittee of Inspection which is here representing the American Lumber comthroughout the northwest.
pany, with a view of locating mills In
Wisconsin Weather.
La Crosse, Wis., Jan. 7. A severe Albuquerque, accompanied by W. S.
blizzard has been raging here all night Stiickler, O. L. Brooks and Herman
Railroads are Blueher, are In Trimble s explorer this
and still continues.
considerably hampered by the storms. afternoon driving around the city
West Superior, Wis.. Jan. 7. A looking over different proposed sites.
northwest gale struck the lakes early Two Bites especially were investigated.
today and drifting snow is interfering That of the' old Zeiger ranch, north of
badly with traffic. A sudden drop in the city, and another very acceptable
temperature,
accompanied the high site just south of the city.
The property owned by A. W..Cle-land- .
winds.
In the western part of the city,
Old Time Illinois Storm.
Bloomlngton, 111., Jan. 7. An old and probably the most acceptable site,
time blizzard is raging In central Illi has been given up on account of the
nois with the heaviest snow fall of exorbitant price set on the property
the winter. Rlalroads are reporting by the owner.
delayed traffic. The mercury Is falling
It Is not as yet positively known
rapidly.
that the mills will be established here,
Gale in Missouri,
but aB an encouragement to the mill-meKansas City, Mo., Jan. 7. A gale
the citizens are showing and ofhas prevailed In this part of the state fering sites thought practicable and
for the past twelve hours. As a re- desirable, as an inducement to the
sult trains are more or lees delayed bringing of the mills as near Albuquerand telegraph and telephone service que as possible.
has been crippled slightly. A number
Messrs. C. F. Myers and T. H. Kent,
of poles in the outlying districts have who went to Denver to look to matters
been blown down. No serious damage concerning the Cleland site, are exis reported.
pected to arrive home tonight.
Swift Wind in Kansas.
Lawrence, Kas., Jan. 7. The wind
A SUCCESSOR FOR MASON.
blew at a velocity of sixty miles an
hour. The mercury remained close to Will Be One of the Main Questions Before the Illinois Legislature.
the freezing point. No snow.
Springfield, HI., Jan. 7. The Illinois
general assembly convened in biennial
oiritte Commission Resume Work.
Philadelphia, Jan. 7. The strike session today with a prospect of lively
commission began its work promptly and much work before final adjournat 10 o'clock today. The attorneys for ment Is reached. First and foremost
who have been call- on the agenda is the election of a
the
ing witnesses to show that union min- United States senator to succeed
ers were responsible for alleged law- William E. Mason, whose term will exlessness in the anthracite coal region pire in March. The choice of a relast year, resumed the presentation of publican Is assured by the republican
witnesses.
control of the assembly. The last republican state convention indorsed
Van Sant's Second Term.
Congressamn A. J. Hopkins for the
St. Paul, Jan. 7. In the presence of senate,
but open and vigorous efforts
both houses of the legislatures, Sam- to block
this plan have been at work
uel R. Van Sant was today sworn In
ever since the convention. Senator
by Chief Justice Start for his second
Mason Is an avowed candidate for reterm as governor of Minnesota.
election and those who remember the
circumstances and conditions that surCLUB MEETING.
rounded his first election would not
It Was Interrupted by the Baldridge be taken entirely iy surprise at any
piece of luck that might befall the
Fire Last Night.
The enthusiastic meeting which was Chicago statesman.
Close followers
to have taken place at the Commercial of the political game, however, are of
club last night did not materialize. the opinion that Hopkins has a long
The meeting had begun and quite a lead In the race and with the support
number had gathered to take part, of the Yates organization Is lound to
when the shrill whistle of the mocking win. The contest, whatever may be
bird broke In, announcing the big fire. the result, will undoubtedly have an
The clubmen departed for the scene Important bearing on the future orof the conflagration as soon as they ganization and control of the repubsaw the great columns of flame in the lican party in Illinois.

TERRIFIC

GALE

I

Bcnate, nnd the selection of his successor thereby rendered necessary
causes more than usual interest to attach to the session of the Connecticut
legislature which began today. Among
Important Matters Before Sen- the names now frequently mentioned Causing Alarm Around Tucson,
In connection with tne senatorshlp Is
ate But Not Statehood.
. Arizona.
that of George P. McLean, who has
just retired from the office of governor.
Governor Chamberlain, the new chief
JERSEY MURDERER HIT
HAWAIIAN COINAGE BILL PASSES executive of the state, delivered his NEW
Inaugural message to the assembly today. The paper was brief, but vigorColorado Republican Legislators Are ous In tone, and his attitude In regard Chinese Government Must Pa; War
to the question of constitutional re
Indemnity on Gold Basis.
Opposed to Wolcott tor Senator.
form was of a generally satisfactory
character.
,

SANTA

FE

WILL

NOT

GRANT

RAISE

Wash!ngton, Jan. 7. In the senate
today, the resolution ofTered by Mr.
Stewart, of Nevada, was adopted directing the committee on the District of Columbia to make Inquiry
regarding the wholesale and retail
prices of coal In Washington and to
ascertain whether the scarcity of coal
Is the result of failure to ship to Wash
ington or whether there Is any lack of
prompt and efficient
distribution
among the people.
The resolution of Mr. Vest, directing
the finance committee to prepare and
report a bill, removing the duty on
coal, went over until tomorrow, on
motion of Mr. Aldrlch. Mr. Vest not
being present today. The militia bill
.
was then taken up.
The senate committee on foreign relations today authorizing
Senator
Lodge to report favorably to the general international arbitration treaty
recommended by the Pan American
conference held at the City of Mexico
last winter. The treaty is on the lines
of The Hague treaty, but appl'.eB also
to the republics of the Western
Hem-irpher-

i

n

BUBONIC PLAGUE

NATIONAL. NEWS

Senator Hoar Introduced a second
trust bill.' It provides especially for
the expediting of suits in equity
brought under the provisions of the
present anti-trus- t
law.
At 2 o'clock the militia bill was dis
placed by the statehood bill. Beverldge
then made the point of no quorum, necessitating a roll call.
A quorum being found to be present,
Beverldge sent to the desk and had
read a number of resolutions favoring
ringle statehood for Oklahoma and In
dian Territory.
Mr. Quay criticized the resolutions
and said the single statehood bill, to
which they referred to, was not before
the senate, having been withdrawn,
and therefore they had acted unintelll-gently- .
"You have done away with your
bill," said he, addressing Beverldge.
He said parties attending the convention which drew up the resolutions
had masqueraded as a representative
convention of the people of Oklahoma,
whereas it was a convention of the ad
vocates of the Nelson, or single, statehood bill.

Responding, Mr. Beverldge declared

that the observations of the

sub-co-

mittee which visited Oklahoma and
Indian Territory were that a vast majority of people favored single stateMr. Bate, of Tennessee, had
hood.
read the resolutions of the five civil
ized tribes opposing statehood with
Oklahoma.
IN

THE HOUSE.

Philippine Constabulary Tomorrow-Hawa- iian
Coinage Bill Passed,
Washington, Jan. 7. At the opening session of the house today, Mr.
Cooper, of Wisconsin, chairman of the
Insular committee, asked unanimous
censent that the bill to promote the
efficiency of the Philippine constabu
lary be made a special order for tomorrow. The request was agreed to,
with the understanding that two hours
be allowed for general debate.
A senate bill to refund certain ton
nage taxes was also passed.
A resolution was adopted which call
ed on the secretary of war for a re
ports upon the operation of the law of
February 2. 1901, which prohibits the
sale of beer and light wines at post
exchanges.
The house then went Into the committee of whole and proceeded to the
consideration of the senate Hawaiian
coinage bill. The house was passed
with diversion.
At 2 p. m. the house adjourned.

COLORADO

ATCII30N DIRECTORS

LEGISLATURE.

Republicans Don't Like Wolcott Democrats Will Be Unseated.
Denver, Jan. 7. The fourteenth general assembly, which Is to elect a successor to Teller, met at noon today.
The republicans have a majority of
three In th? house, but only seventeen
republican members atof thirty-fou- r
tended the caucus this morning, those
opposed to Wolcott for senator refusing to join the caucus. It is understood
a deal has been made between
republicans and democrats
which will prevent the election of Wolcott.
The democrats have a majority of
thirteen In the Benate and of ten on
Joint ballot, but the republican leaders
have planned to unseat seventeen or
more democrat'c members of the
house, thus securing a majority on
joint ballot.
republiIt Is said the
cans have now agreed to unseat only
six members and while this will give
the republicans an apparent majority
of two on Joint ballot, the result of the
senatorial election will still be in
doubt, as two members, who have been
counted on as republicans, were nominated by democrats as well as republicans, and it Is uncertain whom they
will support for senator.
With Wolcott out of the race, the
leading republican candidate Is Frank

N

anti-Wolco- tt

N

N

ALL

Los Angeles, Jan. 7. A special X
from Tucson, Arizona, says: "The X
spread of bubonic plague toward X
the United States caused such X
great alarm in Arizona that at a X
meeting of prominent physicians X
today it was decided to appeal to X
the government authorities for X
aid, and to secure, if possible, a SC ,
quarantine against the Infected X
portions. Rumors that the pla- - X
gue is spreading north of Guay- - X
amas have been confirmed and X
fear is felt at Yuma that the pla- - X
gue may be carried to that city by X
boats coming up the Colorado X
river and Gulf of California, from X
ports on the western coast of X
'

X

Mexico.

XXXXXXXXXSXXXXXXXX
A

DENIAL

anti-Wolco- tt

The California Governor Saya No Bubonic Plague Exists In that
State.
San Francisco, Jan. 7. Governor
Gage, in his biennial message to th
legislature reiterates his former statements that there never had been any.
c
and there is not now
says the
He
plague in 8an Francisco.
visit of Surgeon General Wyman and
his assistant, Dr. O. Glennan, and their
examination of health conditions here,
will save the state from all further an- C. Goudy.
noyance
of threats of improper quarby
agreed
It has been tacitly
the
democrats that Adams, of Conejos, antine and of inaccurate reports grow
will be president pro tern of the sen- Ing out of reckless investigations.
ate.
SUFFERED DEATH PENALTY.
The house and senate met at noon
today.
Youthful Murderer Hanged in Pr
The senate adjourned until tomorence of Several Witnesses.
row without action.
Camden, N. J., Jan. 7. In the counThe house took a vote on chief clerk ty jail and in the presence of a half
and resulted: Democrats 31 for Thos. dozen or more witnesses, Paul WoodLyons; Wolcott republicans, 17 for C. ward, the youthful murderer who has
A. Lyman;
republicans 17 been confined in the jail for the past
for John Vivian. Probably will adjourn two months, today paid the death
without result.
penalty on the gallows.
Woodward's crime was the murder
WILL NOT GRANT RAISE.
of two lads named John Coffin and
Santa Fe Company So Inform Griev Walter Jennings. Woodward, who was
24 years of age, was a close friend of
ance Committee.
Topeka, Jan. 7. The committees the Jennings boy. Early in Novent-b- er
last Jennings and Coffin, who were
representing the conductors and brake-meof the entire system, in session about ten years of age, and companhere, were today notified that their de ions, were found dead in the woods
mand for 20 per cent wage increase near Collingswood. Woodward was
was out of the question. The officials arrested on suspicion of knowing;
declare that Buch a raise Is simply im something of the death of the boys.
During bis trial it developed that ha
possible.
was last seen with them and testimony was adduced showing that ha
TWO ARRESTED.
had purchased poison. It was shown
Gallup Men In Trouble for Selling that robbery was the motive for the
Liquor to Indians.
crime. Woodward, according to the
Special to The Citizen.
testynony, induced the two boys to acGallup, N. M., Jan. 7. Lucas Uran-ich- ,
company him to the Collingswood
a saloonkeeper, and Paddy Lavln,
woods, where, during a luncheon h
a miner, were arrested by United
administered
the poison and robbed
States Deputy Marshal Fornoff today
the
children
of
what money they posfor selling liquor to Indians. Uranlch
Jennings, It was testified,
sessed.
waived examination and gave $500
had stolen $10 from his father before)
bond for his appearance at court In going to
meet Woodward. Woodward
March. In default of bond, Lavln will
was tried on the direct charge of murbe taken to Albuquerque tomorrow
dering Coffin. He attempted to prove
Bennett Bros, are building a telean alibi, but failed.
phone line to Zunl.
any;-buboni-

anti-Wolco-

n

Celebrates Birthday.
Last night at his residence on North
Broadway D. Morel Li, an old resident
of this city, celebrated his 54th birthday In good old style. The members
of the Italian band surprised the old
man by meeting at their quarters on
Third street and marching up in a
body to his residence, where they gave
him a good, serenade. After playing
several selections, the band boys, with
the rest of the invited guests, were
treated to an elegant supper and many
At a late hour
other refreshments.
they all separated wishing Mr. Morelll
may more such birthdays.

TERRORIZING CHINA.
Foreign Ministers, Except Minister
Conger, Must Have Gold.
Pekin, Jan. 7. At a meeting today
all the foreign ministers, except Minister Conger, of the United States,
signed a joint note informing the Chinese government that a failure to fulfill its obligations in refusing to pay
the war indemnity on a gold basis, as
provided for In the peace protocol,
may result In grave consequences.
,

Republicans of Precinct

January

12.

at 7:3d
o'clock the republicans of the above
precinct will meet at the city building
Connecticut Legislature.
All
for the purpose of nominating candiHartford, Conn., Jan. 7. The possiNew York, Jan. 7 At the annual dates for Justice of the peace and conbility that Senator Hawley, whose meeting of the Atchison, Topeka & stable of said precinct. ' Let all rehealth is very poor, may be Induced j Santa Fe directors al! the outgoing of- - publicans attend.
Election wilt be
to resign his seat In the United States fleers were
held on Monday, January 12.
On Friday night,

9,

''"

.'
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as great as that of all Texas, whose
a
people are used to magnificent disa
O
PARTICULAR MEN
0
tances and to getting along without
Q
a
laws and favors to suit all alike.
Prescription Druggists
put
are
projudlces
political
to
"If
Arizona and New Mexico under the
WITH AMPLE MEANS
same government blanket, the people
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES
may as well get ready to be warm in
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
friendship, if the politicians will let
Of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
them, and acclaim the glories of a
Careful Attention Given to Prescription Work
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
land that will be 'bigger and better
There wai a cry In
Opposite Alvarado Hotel
than ever," ranking second In size to
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
The Alvarado Pharmacy,
the streets. People
the Lone Star, that will never have
CAPI TAL, 1100,000.00.
mslitd from their
one of Its scintillating points lopped
doors and strained
their eyes on the
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
to Baying the capital shall never be off if tho people have thrir say forever
struggling balloonist
M. 8. OTERO, President
aye."
for
and
far away, If any 'move be made; alfighting for life.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J.
JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
Even the poor, pant-iiithough in time the Arizona people
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
sufferer in the
GEO. ARNOT
HUGHES A McCREIGHT, Publishers might Join for removal to a more cenDr. George T. Gould, for many years
J.C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
sick room was
W. A. MAXWELL
newspapers
of
the
with
connected
Albuquerque
while the fam
Editor tral and accessible point,
Tho. HuKhas
.
El
has
assumed
Paso,
New
Mexico
DEPOSITORY
and
FOR
City
ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY
X. MoCrelstat....Ha-r- and
Editor for Instance..
ily eazed breathless at this stranre
of the Las Vegas tragedy of the air. Then they went back
"New Mexico would doubtless be editorial charge
Published Dally and Weekly.
sick
room to tell of the terrible
Record, vice A. N. Brown, resigned. to the
c
able to control In the selection of
struggle for life they had just witnessed. are pleased with our laundry work
I has charge of the advertisJoqiif
Joe
not
occur
did
to them that under their the rest of course. Systematic, thoralthough
It
officers. In most cases,
ing, job and circulation departments of very eyes a more terrible, more pathetic ough, painstaking work enables us to
Arizona would claim one senator and
struggle was going on daily.
get your work out the day we promise
one of the three representatives In the the Record.
mere can be nothing more pitiful
aftemoo.i dispatches lower house.
Associated
than the struggle the consumptive it, and its quality Is guaranteed. Give
Unconscious From Croup.
Largest City and County Circulation
makes against disease.
The greatest us a trial order, you'll not regret It.
"With parties as evenly divided as
During a mdden and terrible attack help in this struggle is gained by the
Thm Largest New Mexico Circulation
the of croup our little girl was unconscious use of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical DisLargest Northern Arizona Circulation they now are In each territory,
sectional claim would hold good. But from strangulation, says A. L. Spafford covery. It cures obstinate coughs, weak
become able, In postmaster, Chester, Mich., and a dose and bleeding lungs, emaciation, and
Cpis of thla paper may be found on if one party should
ailments which if neglected or
flua at Wanhlnaton In the oHIce, of our New Mexico,
(ESTABLISHED 1886.)
Ignore
the Arizona of One Minute cough Cure was admin- other
to
DID
unskilliully treated hud a fatal termina
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Ayers

ANNUAL

CHALLENGE SALE

....ANNUAL....

BALL
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Will Commence

Brotherhood of Railroad

This is what Ayer's
Hair Vigor does:
color to gray
hair, makes the hair
grow, stops falling,
cures dandruff. Isn't
that enough? .u.r

Trainmen

THURSDAY January

AT

rionday Evening:
Jan. 19, 1903

9

A. M. AND WILL CONTINUE FOR 12 DAYS
Tlio Store the People Talk About

Tor the Benefit of Sick
and Disabled

Brothers
...Berry-D-
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o

Orchcitre...

Oenttcm.n with
Lwlw.,Sl.OO

IT PAYS TO

Cosmopolitan

TRADE
AT THE
LION STORE.

Paper
Patterns, 10c
None Higher
220

"

Leon B.Stern.Propwetor

COLOMBO HALL
STARTING
ONE WEEK

lath

HONDAY, JANUARY

NEARLY EVERYONE KNOWS WHAT THE LION STORE'S GREAT CHALLENGE SALE MENAS
TO
OCCASION FOR OUR CUSTOMERS, AND ONE TO WHICH
THE CONSUMER.
IT'S A MONEY-SAVINTHEY RESPOND IN CROWDS WHENEVER WE MAKE THIS ANNOUNCEMENT.
PEOPLE FAMILIAR
WITH THE LION STORE KNOW THAT THEY CAN DEPEND ABSOLUTELY ON THE TRUTHFULNESS
OF EVERY STATEMENT IN OUR ADVERTISEMENTS.

Mr. Otto Krause presents the versltile

actor,

JACK C. TAYLOR
Supported by the
KRAUSE-TAYLO-

How Prices Have Been Cut and Slashed

BIG COMPANY

R

34-fo-

All New Playsl

Entirn Change of Bill
Nightly! Special Scenery and EfBright,
fects I
Clever
Specialties.

FOR THIS EVENT IS CLEARLY

SHOWN

BY

THE FOLLOWING
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PEOPLE'S POPULAR PRICES

The Yellow Tickets

18c, 26c, 36c.

THE BARGAIN SIGNS.
IN JUSTICE TO YOURSELF
YOU
MUST
INVESTIGATE
YOU
THESE
OFFERINGS
ARE

Ladies Free! A lady and gentleman
or two ladies will be admitted f,or one
paid 35c ticket on Monday night only,
If purchased before 6 p. m. Monday.
Seats on sale Saturday morning at
Matson's book store.
Matinee Saturday at 2 p. m.

CANNOT

OVERLOOK

AN OP-

PORTUNITY LIKE THIS.

A

-

Nasal
In all

NOTHING

1U itugcf.

Ladies' Fancy Wrappers
All Wool Albatross
Baby Caps .'.
h

4rr IN
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This Space Don't
BEGIN TO TELL THE STORY,

TIMES THE 8PACE WOULD
YOU WITH
WHAT'S AWAITING YOU.
WHEN YOU 8EE THE CHALLENGE SALE VALUES YOU
CANT HELP BUYING. .
10

NOT ACQUAINT

Bleached Muslin

.... 5

Linen Crash

54

....29

Pants... 15

Other Bargains Fully as Great Await You
at the Store.,

Carpenters' and machinists- tools of
kinds. Albuquerque
Hardware
company.
all

CATARRH

3
25
69t
29

Men's Percale Shirts

Children's Vests and

TRUE KENTUCKIAN

Ely's Cream Balm

Woven Torchon Lace

Men's Heavy Underwear

MONDAY NIGHT,
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representing
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when
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Fe
&
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Topcka
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Re-stor- es
railway, at that point. Is In Santa Fe. was on his way to see a lawyer about
Henry Haca, who Is employed In the irlnging suit.
store of the Santa Fe Central railway
For a cheerful Bmoke after lunch
at Torrance, Is spending a few days get one of KIrster Bros.' Havana fillwith relatives In Santa Fe.
ers.
Harry Alexander, so the New MexiENGINE NO. 1.
can Is Informed, has resigned as generCentral
Fe
al nianaser of tlio Santa
Frisco Digs Up Ancient History for
railway, and left for El Taso.
World's Fair.
The boys of the D. of It. T. have IsThe
'Frisco
has sent to the shops at
sued Invitations announcing a grand Springfield an old
en19.
It
l.all at Colomlo hall, January
gine, one of the first it owned, to have and they have been working on It ever
will be a very enjoyable affair.
it cleaned up and made presentable. It since. The car certainly does credit to
The first through train from Tucum-car- l will be sent to the world's fair at St. the men in both shops.
In fact, it
to Dawson passed over the road xmis as a part of the 'Frisco's exhibit might be said that the Pullman company could not have turned out a let
Sunday. It was a mixed train and there.
car. No. 223 Is entirely new, with
largely loaded with native laborers.
ter
Is
ma
looking
piece
of
a
small
It
exception of the framework, which
K E. Chrystler, round house foreman chinery compared with
the
the locomotives
at Lao Vegas for many months past, of today and is badly battered and was taken from an old dining car. No.
has been transferred to Raton, where rusted. The cowcatcher Is gone and 1408 Topeka State Journal.
he will assume the same position In much of the cab machinery is lost. Us
New Centjry Comfort.
the shops there.
general appearance would suggeBt that
Millions ared aily finding a world of
of
the
department
fighting
The fire
comfort in Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It
it was bound for the scrap pile.
Santa Fe, maintained at all Important
on a flat car In the north kills pain from burns, scalds, cuts,
stands
It
points where much company property side yards near Springfield avenue, en bruises; conquers ulcers, and fever
sorea, cures eruptions, salt rheum.
is located, is Just now being improved gine, tender and all being on a
bolls and felons; removes
all along the line.
flat car. It Is a curious sight, and all warts. Best pile cure on corns and
earth. Only
The last rail has been laid on the in all is woich a visit from anyone.
25c at all druggists.
Dawson branch of the Rock Island sys
It is said to have been engine No. 1
tem and it is expected that traffic over of the 'Frisco eyntetn, which would
HOTEL ARRfvALS.
the entire line will be inaugurated make it alout twenty-fivyears old
Alvarado.
within a few days.
and close Inspection more than con
Claude Bctson, Harry L. Craig, San
Harry Demarets, who formotly ran firms that belief.
Marclal; R. A. Griffith and wife, Des
an engine out of Needles, Cal., on the
Take the burn out; heals the wound; Moines, Iowa; Frederick Webb, Phoe- ,
Santa Fe Pacific, arrived In Las Vegas
a few days ago and has accepted a po cures the pain. D. Thomas' Eclectric nix; M. E. Morris, El Paso; V. Mass-manChicago; R. B. Burns, Los AnOil, the household remedy.
Bltlon as engineer out of that city.
geles; J. F. MeNally,, E. L. Auer, F.
of
O R. Jouchins. superintendent
T. Beckett. San Marclal; Charles R.
CONTRACT HAS EXPIRED.
machinery on the Santa Fe coast lines,
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Santa Fe Will Haul No More Coal for E. L. Holley, LaJunta; Miss Van Kirk,
bly to look after matters in connection
Rock Island.
Brownsville, Pa.; B. W. McCandless,
with installment of the new foremen
The contract of the Rock Island with Atchison; Mr. and Mrs. J. K Huckel,
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the Santa Te for the hauling of coal ex
The largest engine in the world, or pired on Monday, and the connection Kansas City; A. E. Williams, Milwauthe Santa Fe's white elephant, the 987, of the two parts of the Dawson road kee; W. E. Hulse, Las Vegas; Mr. and
was Bent out east for the first time in was that day made and shipments of Mrs. B. I. Ashmun, Bridgeport, G. R.
Joughlns, San Bernardina;
A. Bar- five weeks, it having been laid up at
coal from Dawson to El Paso will be mann, Los Angeles; E. S. Bennett.
awaiting
ar
the
shops
Vegas
the Las
over that road Instead of through Las Prescott; J. L. Barker, California.
rival of a new crosshead.
Vegas as has been the case since the
Sturges' European.
passenger
George E. Roe, division
opening of the Dawson mines.
Mrs. H. C. Van Kirk and family, W
and freight agent for the Santa Fe,
The Dawson road has a well at Roy's Stanford Patterson, Los Angeles; J.
with headquarters at El Paso, passed
which yields 15.000 gallons W. Lightbody, Kansas City; J. J. Donstation
through the city this morning en route daily;
the road at that point re nelly, Galveston;
but
O. W. De Long,
ex
to Santa Fe and Las Vegas. He
quires a daily supply of 30,000 gallons Raton; W. G. Moore, Texas.
pects to return to Albuquerque about
Whether there will be an attempt to
Hotel Highland.
Saturday.
develop the present well by deeper
E. C. Herlow, Wm. Black well. East
Fireman Bunnell, who fell off of an boring or whether a new well will
!e Las Vegas; B. E. Payne, Los Angeles;
engine while taking water at a station sunk, has not been
announced.
L. A. Fa I res, EI Paso.
above Las Vegas and injured his
Grand Central.
The Secret of Long Life.
hands severely, will be laid up for
Adolph Doerr, Homestead, Pa.; C
Consists In keeping all the main or M.
eorae time it is said, as it has been
Winders, Mrs. Belle Winders, Fresfound necessary to place his hands in gans of the body in healthy, regular no, Cal.; J. R. Miller, Cincinnati.
In
quickly
action,
and
destroying
dead
a plaster cast.
ly disease germs. Electric Bitters reG. V. Patterson, night operator at
UNNA DEFINES A CAUSE.
gulate stomach, liver and kidneys
the Western Union telegraph office purify the blood, and give a splendid
Las Vegas, is afflicted with partial par appetite. They work wonders in cur European Skin Specialist Says Dan
druff is Caused by Parasites.
alysis of the throat and his position is ing kidney troubles, female complaints
LIpon the theory, proved beyond a
being filled by W. E. Atchison. Man nervous diseases, constipation, dyspepager Brooks has been on duty both day sia and malaria. Vigorous health and doubt, a cure for dandruff was sought
strength always follow their use. Only after. Scientists,, chemists, druggists
and night, filling the delinquency.
and physicians all "took a hand" and
There was a wreck on the Rock Isl 50c, guaranteed by all druggists.
c
the successful issue is the present
and system at Santa Rosa on Saturday
NO WICK IN LAMP.
product, known as Newbro's Herpl-cide.which completely demolished one en
gine and partly wrecked another. The Possible Cause of the Recent Disas
This remedy actually kills the para
passenger train ran into an open
trous Santa Fe Wreck.
A San Bernardino,
Cal., dispatch ijites that infests the hair bulb, does
switch on which was standing
smaller engine. No one was injured says: A reporter yesterday held con- Its work most effective and contains
but several hours were required to versation with a man who had talked not an atom of substance injurious to
with the conductor of No. 7, shortly anything else than the germ alone.
clear the track.
Here is the verdict returned in a re after the collision at Siam, Cal., and Herpicide causes the hair to grow as
cent suit against a railroad in Pennsyl the latter says: "The conductor stated nature intended it should, soft and
vania: "If the train had been run as that immediately after the concussion abundant.
it should have been ran, if the bell had he went back to examine the switch 10c"Sold by leading druggists. Send
in stamps for sample to The Her
been rung as it should have befcn rang, and found, to his surprise, that It conpicide
Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Briggs
no
wick. Naturally, Inquiry was
If the whistle had been blowed as it tained
& Co., special agents."
.should have been blew both of which made of the section men in the neighthey did neither- - tne cow would not borhood, from whom it was learned
Land Board.
that not over four hours previous to The regular monthly meeting of the
have been injured when he was killed
J. L. Ward, telegraph operator for that time the light had been burning. territorial land board took place Mon
the Santa Fe Pacific at Winona, Art Though no explanation has yet been day. Quite a. number of applications
zona,
accidentally
shot
himself found, which will definitely decide the for the purchase of territorial timber
through both legs Wednesday night matter. It Is believed that the signal tracts, situated in the Manzano moun
He was lying on the bed playing with lamp had been tampered with by Mex- tains, were received and acted upon.
a
revolver when it was dis icans, who had been seen along the
If Unwell.
charged, the ball going through both track that day.
Try a 50c bottle of Herblne, notice
legs above the knees. The wounds are
the Improvement speedily effected In
Finds Way To Llvo Lone
not serious. Wr. Ward was taken to
your appetite, energy, strength and
The startling announcement
a
of
Flagstaff and is at the home of G. W, discovery that will surely lengthen
life vigor. Watch how it brightens the
Pattee.
is made by editor O. H. Downey, of spirit, gives freedom from Indigestion
Churubusco, Ind., "I wish to state." he and debility.
Rev. Carlisle P. B. Martin, L. L. D,
Isaac Story. Ava, Mo., writes: Sept.
writes, 'that Dr. King's New Discovery
Waverly, Texas, writes: "Of a morn for consumption
10th, 1900. "I was In bad health
la
most
the
infallible
Ing when first rising, I often find
remedy that I have ever known for had stomach trouble for twelve
troublesome
collection of phlegm coughs, colds and grip. It's Invaluable months, also dumb chills. Dr. J. W,
which produces a cough, and is very to people with
weak lungs. Having Mory prescribed Herblne, it cured me
hard to dislodge; but a small quanlty this wonderful medicine no
one need In two weeks. I cannot recommend
of Ballard's Horehound Syrup will at dread pneumonia or
consumption. It's It too highly. It will do all you claim
once dislodge it, and the trouble Is relief is
Instant
cure
certain." All for it." Sold by Cosmopolitan Phar
and
over. I know of no medicine that is druggists guarantee every
macy B. Ruppe.
50c and
equal to it. and it is so pleasant to $1.00 bottle,
o
give
and
trial bottles free.
Homestead Entry Contest.
take. I can most cordlany recom
In the land office at Santa Fe yester
mend it to all persons, needing a iued
Wells' New Car.
iclne for throat or lung troubles.
Saturday morning there was an at- day the contest of Ponclon Tafoya
Price 25c, 5oc, $1.00 a bottle at Cosmo mosphere of
intense exc itement in the against Alejandro Mora was being
politan Pharmacy B. Ruppe.
Santa Fe paint shop and if anyone had heard. The contest involves homestead
happened to ask one of the workmen entry No. 5252 for the west half of the
CHANGED HIS MIND.
what It was all about he would have northwest quarter of section 29, and
Relatives Not Satisfied With Santa been answered as follows: "No. 223 the east half of the northeast quarter
Fe's Offer of Settlement
Is going out this afternoon and we've of section 30, township 13 north, range
Patrick Ford, a Bection foreman on got to hustle in order to put the finish- 9 east, and situated about five miles
the Rock Island, was lately killed by a ing touches on." No. 223 Is a very fine southwest of Galisteo in Santa Fe
train at Wathena, and the Atchison special car that has been In
county.
the Santa
GIoImj says that Thomas Flannigan, a
Fe shops for A. G. Wells, general manScratch scratch, scratch; unable to
brother-in-laof Ford, advised the ager of the Santa Fe coast
lines.
Work
to business during the day or
attend
widow not to bring suit but to trust on the car was
started in the coach sleep during the night. It hing piles
the company to do what was right. The snop aiK)ut nve
months ago. About a
.fact was widely commented on at the month ago the men In the coach shop horrible plague. Doan's Ointment
cures. Never falls. At any drug store,
.
.., luc jmpers as an evidence
,,u,. 1..
of turned it over to the paint shop force 50 cents.
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EQUAL TO IT HAS EVER BEEN KNOWN

IN THE HISTORY OF DRY GOODS SELLING IN

THIS CITY.

Mail

Order, if flent in Promptly, Will be Filled to the Best of our Ability

c!iT.nPS, tootbea nd henl.

the diacniud membrane
ltcurcs catarrh and drvt
away
cold In the bund
qu!ckh
('n am Unlm Is placed Into the nostril, spread,
ovt-tlie mcmbrauo and is absorbed. Relief Is im
mediate and a euro follows. It Is not drying docs
Large Sire, DO cents at Drugnot produce tni'i-zlng-.
gists or by mall ; Trial 8:7c, 10 cents.
ELY IiliOTllEKS, M Warren Purcet, New York

MEN AND WOMEN.
Co Hie ti fnr unnfttuial

harjtn.iiifia!iimittions.
trrttntlous or ulceration
mil con membrane.
tf
rrMta
PiiiImmi, nil not nutria- ItheEvansChcmica'Co. ft "lit or poi'uuou.
ICIHNATI.C
Void bj lrucffUla,
C.i, J
or twul Id plain wrapper,
nrebmrt. lor
fr 0O.fiprem.
r 3 boftlt r--' 75.
Circular tent on rwiuNt
im

di

U6

I

Dot to

nrlci ur.

f'MUarlfia,

Have You
Anything

To Exchange

?

3
THE OLD YEAR with all its happiness and sadness, its fulfilments and disappointments, its gains and its losses, is gone.
THE NEW YEAR fraught with limitless possibilities, hopes
and ambitions, is here.
May your coming year make your possibilities actual facts;
may your hopes and ambitions be realized; may wealth and happi-

ness be yours.

NO BETTER WAY
to obtain these blessings can be suggested than by the purchase of one of
the WASHINGTON LirE INSURANCE COM-- '

PANY'S combination bond policies.
Have you a farm and do you
want to trade It for a grocery
store T
Have you a horse and do you
want to exchange It for a
piano?
Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange It for a
camera?

It will secure you a competency in your old age.
It will perpetuate your fortune when you die.

It will be an asset in your business during its term.

Have you a gun and do you
want to trade It for a book-

case?
Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange It for
a rug?
Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them
for a punching bag?
Have you a spring overcoat and
do you want to exchange It
for a baby carriage?
Have you a stove and do you
want to trade it for a refrig-

It has a specified cash loan value at 5 per cent interest after the second
year which will protect your bond from lapse and you from loss.

Many men give from 5 to 30 years of their lives to the service of
their country to be retired on a pension. You can buy a JO, J 5 or
payment combination bond, never miss the annual deposit required

20-ye- ar

and CREATE YOUR OWNPENSION.

erator?
Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange him for a
rooster?

It Costs

You

only ic a word

l OII COMPLETE ILLUSTRATION OF THE BOND WHITE OR CALL UPON

J. H. O'RIELLY

In

The Daily Citizen
Want Columns.

Gen. Man. New Mexico and Arizona.

Albuquerque,

NewjTlexico

THE ALMJQUEllQUh DAILY CITIZEN
.
main an amateur?
K. Wat kins & Son furnished
the
music for the Colton Lannlgan ball.

GLEANINGS.

J3ALLUP

DELEGATES

ARE

WEDNESDAY JANUARY

7

1903

KICKING.

Sale Ten Million Boxes a Year.

CHINA WARE

TKK FAMILY'S rAVOMTK MCDIOINl
Maine Legislature Meets.
Messrs. Rooty and Smith Don't Like
Augusta, Me., Jan. 7. The seventy-firs- t
Had fine Time.
session of the Maine legislature New Mexico and Arizona Combine.
was commenced today. The state docs
Little prices en little pieces of China useful, pretty, real China-ta- ble
not choose a senator this year and the
things and mantel things. We have a complete assortment of open
FEARS OF A LONG DELAY.
INTERESTING PERSONAL NOTES.
CAN DY CATHARTI C
prospective laws to receive attention
patterns In dinnerware and every day ware.
stock
You can buy What
s
All
aro of little intercut outside the
you need, then fill In from time to time. Compare these goods and prices
A special dispatch to the St. Louis
Droeristi
commonwealth.
of the
with others, and you will appreciate their value.
Special Correspondence.
from Washington, datGallup, N. M.. Jan. C The
New York Legislature.
ed January 3, on the statehood matter,
holidays are now a thing of the
Albany, Jan. 7. The New York state says: ,
for this season, and the Irre- legislature assembled in annual srslon
Delegates Smith, of Arizona, and
pressible "young set" are planning a today. The organization of both houses Rodey, of New Mexico, ridicule the reJollification for Burn's anniversary, was completed according to the plans port received today from New Mexico unseated at the election trials. Should nual meeting of the New Jersey State
and are canvassing ways and means of the party leaders and the message to the effect that the citizens of the the conservatives again capture two Horticultural society. Reports of offor celebrating the 14th and 22nd of of Governor Udell was read. The mes- two territories would be willing to ac- of the seats, It will leave the Ross ficers and committees occupied the
A long felt want has been filled in our store by an Invoice
February. Young America has no sage dealt at length with the canal cept statehood by a union of the terri- government with a majority of but one forenoon and this afternoon the conof over
In the house, with the constituency of vention listened to addresses on horti$1,000 worth of rattan rockers, divans, reception chairs, rattan tables and
more hopeful, happy representatives question, the police system of New tories.
North Renfrew open.
cultural topics by Prof. John B. Smith,
office chairs.
Also a new lot of bed room chairs in oak, mahogany and
on the face of the globe than the boys York city, taxation and other matters
Mr. Rodey Insists that the people of
state entomologist, and Dr. Francis
room
mapie.
Bed
rockers, too.
and girls of New Mexico and particu- of pressing Importance.
Fancy
New Mexico do not want such a comChickens. SAN Newton Thorpe, of Mt. Holly.
Dressed
larly those of Gallup. With "ChristJOSE
MARKET.
bination.
mas doings" at the churches, ChristMr. Smith declares that there are
ffrjATENT Case Oysters, the only pure
REPORT.
GOVERNOR'S
Milwaukee Poultry Show.
mas dinners at the homes and the
Isll food oysters, and the only bulk
not five citizens of Arizona who would
7.
Milwaukee,
Several oysters fit to eat, have all the flavor of
Wis., Jan.
Christmas dance at the hall, our citivote to ratify a constitution providing states are represented
among the the shell oyster, can be obtained only
zens were kept pretty busy on the
for such a consolidation.
elaborate exhibits embraced in the from tiie SAN JOSE MARKET.
Copies ct His Report, Showing Con25th of December.
"The New Mexico proposition," said fourth annual show of the Wisconsin
HAHN'S CERR1LLOS LUMP coal
New Year's eve r;as the date of the
We have a most complete line, and can furnish your house without
Delegate Smith, "is simply another ef Stock
Received.
of
Territory,
association. The exhibition was
ditions
Colton-t.anntgaball, for which Invitasending you from the room for anything.
fort to kill the omnibus bill. It Is on opened In the Broadway armory today holds the fire and is the most economFrom Kitchen to Parlor, for
ical fuel in the market. Both 'phones.
tions were Issued some two weeks In
office, oddd pieces for your salesroom everything In Furniture.
a par and of the same piece as the
the
and will continue through the remainadvance. The young gentlemen, CharBEDDING.
This Is the time you need good bedding.
substitute. The bill in that form, der of the week. Both in the number
We have Just
SCHOOL BONOS FILED.
ley and Leo, who gave the ball in
a heavy assortment of woolen blankets, cotton blankto
our
stock
added
If passed by the senate, would be killed
high
and
class
the
exhibits
the
of
who
Colton,
nonor of Miss Barbara
ets, comforts, sheets, pillow slips, spreads and pillows. We can fit you
in the house. If It were adopted by show Is pronounced by expert fanwas home from Los Angeles for the
the report of both branches and signed by the presi- ciers to be one
Five hundred copies
complete at a email cost. '
out
of the best ever seen
vacation, have proven themselves Governor Otero to the secretary of the dent the people of Arizona and New
This Month Ohty. A beautiful
quite capable of entertaining any num- Interior, showing the conditions of the Mexico would repudiate it at the polls. in tnis part of the country.
frame will be given with every
ber of guests. In addition to the territory for the year ending June 30, The mileage of state officials, under
Best German Sauer Kraut 12V4c
dozen of cabinet photos taken at
twenty or more couple of young people 1902, have been received at the execu- such a consolidation, would amount to quart. SAN JOSE MARKET.
the boys kindly remembered some of tive office in Santa Fe, and The Citizen more than the entire expense of a state
New Jersey Horticulturists.
TUss F. E.
their older friends, Messrs. Ketner, also acknowledges a copy. The Vo- administration for either of the terriTrenton, N. J., Jan. 7. Delegates
Hart, Goodrich and Rludon, and their lume Is a splendid epitome of the condi- tories.
Studio.
from farmers' clubs, granges, horti115 WEST GOLD AVE.
'wives being present, as. pf course, tions and resources of the territory,
WE DON'T PUT THEM UP THIS
"The advocates of statehood have a cultural clubs and other organizations
were Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Colton and contains 638 pages and several valua- majority in the senate and we would In
way, but we are specially equipped and
quarters
all
of
the
state
filled
the
She guarantees
satisfaction
qualified to fill your prescriptions.
It
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Lannlgan. At 11 ble maps. Five hundred copies of the like to see a vote. We are accused of senate
chamber of the capitol today at
on all work.
is something we have been doing for
o'clock a daftity lunch was spread, an", report have been ordered by the bu- obstructing legislation. The charge is the opening of the twenty-eightan
more than twenty years, and when we
at 12 o'clock promptly, Charley Colton reau of immigration for distribution untrue. It is the other side that is obstarted business on our own account a
announced the fact by wishing the throughout the territory, and to appli- structing legislation. The friends of
little more than a year ago It was with
guests a "Happy New Year." This cants from the states. These have not statehood are ready for a vote without
this end specially in riew. We have
will long be remembered as one of the yet been received by the bureau.
any further discussion. I am not auboth phones at a convenient desk to
OF
REPORT
THE
CONDITION
Boclal
of
the
pleasant
functions
most
Bonds Being Filed.
thorized to make this statement, but I
take down at your doctor's dictation or
season.
to take your own orders for prompt
Col. J. Francisco Chaves, territorial have been reliably informed that SenBetween the hours .of 2 and 5, on superintendent of public instruction, Is ator Quay is determined to press the
delivery. We have the drugs, pure and
Mrs. Palmer receiving the bonds given by county statehood bill 'to a vote, even If It is
B
New Year's afternoon,
fresh and unadulterated, the facilities,
of
and last.but not least, the "know how."
Kuhn's reception was held. The par- treasurers as custodians of the school necessary to prevent consideration of
Can we serve you?
of
lors were beautifully decorated, the funds. The law requires that each appropriation bills until the statehood
"
ALBUQUERQUE,
MEXICO,
NEW
dining room artlflcally lighted and the shall give a bond in a sum which shall matter is disposed of in one form or
GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription Druggists, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
At the Close of Business, January 5,
Colorado Phone 63.
Automatic Phone 458.
luncheon dainty," yet abundant, and be fixed by the superintendent of pub- another."
1903.
those in attendance were entertained lic instruction at double the probable
Mr. Smith states that the friends of
by music and song. Mrs. Rutins un- amount of moneys they will handle but
Resources.
statehood have a majority in the sen
Loans and discounts
.$693,587 27
derstands the art of making her "at no bond shall be for less than $10,000. ate and he does not believe
the
that
7,788
Real
98
estate
guests.
enjoyable
to her
tomes" most
Two bonds have been returned by Col- opposition will be able to break into
Furniture and fixtures ....
4.2C5 97
Native and Chicago Lumber.
C N. Colton,
and son, onel Chaves because they were for less the ranks of the supporters of the bill.
Due from other banks
145,447 79
v e Cash on hand
SHERWIN-WILLIAM111,784 85
have consolidated their Interests un- than the minimum amount permitted "In that estimate," said Mr. Smith, "I
PAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always In 8tock.
'
Morel Looks Bestl Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,.
der the firm name of the C. N. Colton by law.
am making allowances for a couple of
$962,874 86
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
Most Economical! Full Measure!
company. Charley is rather young as
The bonds covering school funds weak-kneeLiabilities.
democrats who will proba' "
partner In a business of such magni- that have been approved and placed on bly
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque
Capital paid In
$ 72,400 00
vote against us."
tude, still "Here's success."
37,745 44
Undivided profits
file are: George W. Knaebel, Santa
delegates
The
from
territhe
three
852,729 42
Deposits
1
Is understood
that the Monte-xum- Fe county, $30,000; sureties, Samuel tories feel
.
I:
that if their bill is not
band Is thinking of giving an Eldodt, Fred Muller
$962,874 86
and Thomas B. passed at the present session stateUp-to-Di
New
entertainment incite nca.it future.. The Call-on- :
'
' '
hood will be delayed for at least ten
County
Mexico,
of
Territory of New
UiYz cau gtvo u a fjrstcjaps evening
ifPeffectd .EsquTbel,''Rlo'ArriUa coun- years. "If the bill Is not passed at this
Bernalillo.
r&t tejr care to exert thamwelYB,'and
ty, ' 910 fiOC't sureties,; T, D. Burns and session," said Mr. Smith, "It Is certain
I, W. S. Strlckler, vice president and
of the above named bank, do
cashier
to
be
at
our
g
sidetracked
presi,no
they
Martinez,
doubt
until
play
It
after the
undertake a
solemnly swear that the above state- young ladies would be quite willing to
I. N. Jackson, Otero county, $15,000; dential election. If that should be
ment is true to the best of my knowlLiving
edge and belief.
sureties, R. H. Pierce and Perry Ker- - Close there is no telling when stateassist.
y
W. S. STRICKLER,
hood legislation would be considered
A. P. Stone is in the employ of Mr.
Vice President and Cashier.
tlrtitherton, agent ot the Clarkville
again. As a democrat, I have no hesiE. W. Hurlbert, Lincoln county,
Sworn to before me this 6th day of
Extra Bargains in Iron Beds,
Mining company.
tancy
Mr.
saying
Roosevelt
Michells
sureties, R.
and J. Jaffa.
in
that
January, 1903.
Springs
and Mattresses, and
R. M. MERRITT,
iy. H. Morris' new adobe building is John D. Walker, Eddy county,
would carry Oklahoma and New MexNotary
Public.
used
to
Is
be
rapidly
and
;
progressing
especially In
j
sureties. J. R. Joyce, D. H. Lucas, ico without a question, and I am not
Correct Attest:
jwhen completed as a trading store and L. S. Crawford, C. W. Cowden, J. T. certain but that he would carry Ari
BALDRIDGE,
OAK
CHARTER
C.
J.
warehouse,
Joyce and F. Q. Tracy.
zona. There is no otner living repun-licaM. S. OTERO,
RANGES
66mmls-aloner- s
carry
under
state
Guiney,
the
W. J. JOHNSON,
Luna 'county, $12,wno could
Walter
'"The hew board of count?
Directors.
are to assume thfetr duties to- 000; sureties, I.Ouls H. Brown and existing conditions."
day. W. L. Bretherton, of the former John Corbett.
Senators Foraker, Elklnsi Bailey,
Comparative Increase In Deposit.
Hard Coal Base Burners
board, remains in office, and W. H.
Deposits.
J. C. Plemmons, Sierra county, $12,-00- Patterson and Teller will Speak in sup
47
Soft Coal and Wood Heaters
$150,683
1896
January,
new
Morris and 8. E. Aid rich are the
sureties, T. T. Lee, T. J. Ross, C. port of the omnibus bill.
$201,964 32
January, 1897
members. L. L. Henry is the new de- C. Crues and Thomas Murphy.
$284,401 41
January, 1898
The little folks love Dr. Wood's
puty for Probate Clerk Fred Meyers.
John W. Fleming, Grant county, $40,-00$377,645 56
January, 1899
EASY PAYMENTS.
$481,118 24
W. A. Maxwell sold his Gallup real
January, 1900
sureties, Frank P. Jones, John S. Norway Pine Syrup. Pleasant to take;
09
$543,229
cure
positive
for
perfectly
1901
harmless;
January,
estate holdings during a recent visit. Burnside, Stefan Vlhi, C. Reihs, A. O.
$709,286 50
January, 1902
A social dancing club has been or Goodell, Robert Bulware and B. Rosen-feld- . coughs, colds, bronchitis, asthma.
1903
January,
729 42
8852
ganized, and we predict a series of
Elections.
Ontario
pleasant evenings for those who at
$20,Solomon Luna, Valencia county,
Toronto, Ont., Jan. 7. Three
117 GOLD AVENUE.
tend.
000; sureties, John Becker and Frank
being held today for the
are
young
were
people
home
who
A. Hubbell.
The
Ontario legislature, and, as the present
;
(or the holiday vacation have all re
George J. Pace, Colfax county,
government has a lead of but two scats
AbOUT THE BEST MEAT IN TOWN
or
schools.
turned to their work
sureties, J. B. Dawson, A. G. Dawpresent
opposition
time
over
the
at
the
Ladies' Stride
The city schools are again In sea son, S. N. Dawson and Earl Wilkins.
the result of the elections Is of extra
alon this morning, after a two weeks'
you? Here's the place to stop
are
Saddles
ordinary Importance. The three con
'vacation. Mr. Larkln, Miss Haw'es and
no better further on, lots not as good
went
two
conservative
and
stituencies
Miss Blake attended the educational
perhaps. Every Judge of good steaks
Boys' Burro
15c one liberal at the general elections
Fresh Neufchatel, 2 for
convention at Las Vegas. The re- Fromage
and roasts; soup and stewing meat
25c last May, but all three members were
de Brie, lb
Saddles
mainder of our teachers celebrated in Camenbert. lb..,
beef, mutton, lamb, pork, ham and
25c
25c
D'Islgny, lb
Gallup.
poultry will endorse the statement Cowboy Saddles
20c
The Republican has been purchased Finest Brick, lbSwiss, lb
"FARR'S meats are all right."
Nothing will be more appreci- - O
20c
Best Domestic
hy a gentleman from Holbrook, so it is Limburger,
lb
20c 0 ated by your wife or girl than one 0
said.. I wonder if "Billy" is going to N. Y. American Full Cream, lb
20c 0 of those beautiful black dress pat- - 0
Imported Emmenthaler Swiss, lb...4oc 0 terns. Prices to suit your purse. 0
1e uarried? I heard so.
60c
A beautiful box of holly and mistle- Imported Roquefort, lb
LION STORE.
0
$1.25 0
Edams, each
toe was received by the Rlsdons from Imported
40c
Pineapple, each
Alabama. It was sent by Robert Wy-pe- Bayle's After Dinner, jar
25c
Use Sedgwick Creamery Butter.
who Is spending the winter with
SAN JOSE MARKET.
Agency, New Mexico and Arizona.
bis parents in the "sunny south."
Miss Barbara Colton has returned
ONCE MORE
On
to Los Angeles, where she is attend- I am able to announce to my cusing a select school. Barbara is missed tomers that I am in the wood business
by her coterie of girl friends, and, of with all kinds of wood sawed in any
Vehicles and
course, "thre are others" for Topsy lengths to suit. Both 'phones.
is a girl of kind heart and pleasant
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
Harness

Several Pleasant

New

Year

Socials-- All

Iff

rv

bor-ber-

Globe-Democr-

BEST FOR THE BOWELS

mid-print-

lst

RATAN AND

willow

WAKh

FURNITURE

n

Bev-erldg- e

I?1

H, ETC!

O.W. STRONG & SONS

Potter's

h

ANK

COMMERCE

J. C.

BALDRIDGE

son-in-la-

d

''

a

ate

Furniture

Prices

n

Borradaile & Co.

$40,-000-

Wm. Farr

0000000000 000000000

r,

Home Comfort
Stee Ranges.

manners.

Fresh catfish. SAN JOSE MAR- F. W. Sisson, of Flagstaff, won three
KET.
prises In the Eastman photographic
contest. How long can one press the
New Rag Carpets.
lever or squeeze the bulb and still reMade to order at my home, 1119
South First street; also rug making.
Mrs. E. L. Emerson.

CONSUHPTION
deadly of all

the most dreaded and

dl

n- -

Ii.iL

.

J. KORBER

WHOLESALE

17

South

Lap Robes

Plumbing, Steam and Hot Water Heating.

lirst Street

CO

HARDWARE
Albuquerque, New Mexico

'1:

Now

Horse Clothing, Etc

WHITNEY
113-11B-1-

Saddle
Sale

For Family, Restuarant and Hotel Use. Write
Us for Prices.

Notice.

All those not receiving a calendar
ases, as well as pneumonia, and all
lung troubles are relieved at once and from the Clarkville coal yard can now
cured by Acksra English Remedy "the call and get one. You an also give
'lng of all cough cures." Cures coughs
and colds in a lay 25 cents. Your me your next order for coal and wood.
money back if dissatisfied. Write tor I always keep the best.
free
mnl. W. H. Hooker & Co.,
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
Buffalo N. Y. i. H. O'Rielly & Co., and
602 8outb First streets -Brlggs 6 Co....

Special

&C0.
Albuquerque, N. M.

l

ir

...

...

1

1

4
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THE MISSOURI MUDDLE.

JUST RIGHT

Interest Being Taken In the
Contest for the Senator ship.
Jefferson'city. Mo., Jan. 7. With
the asscmlillng of the state legislature
today the contest for United States
senator to succeed Senator Vest la on
In full force. The political lieutenants
of William J. Stone declare they have
enough votes pledged to nominate the
on the first ballot,' hut the
opposing faction assert with equal
vigor that the Stoneltes have made a
serious error In their counting of noses
and that wheu the balloting Is begun
it will be found that there are other
entries, and strong ones, too, In the
race for the toga. With several con
gressmen and others of more of less
strength and popularity In the demo
cratic ranks known to be receptive If
not active candidates
it Is believed
that Stone must win quickly If he Is
to win at all, for his position Is not
one of such strength as to stand a long
siege.
Much

The Groceries you buy here nrc just right.
The best quality At a fair price.

Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

Will cause n satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place ami don't waste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. RIALOY,

214 W. Railroad Ave

bcxrccooooooec
QUAINT FIGURES

we pleasing In carpets for drawing
rooms, sitting rooms, libraries, etc.
"Whether your cho!ce Is the quaint or
the more modern, we can suit you
"down to the ground" rather the
floor. Our patterns arc so many and
varied that you are sure to be satisfied
with some of them. But the best way
is to see the designs, feel the carpets.

;

Futrelle Furniture Co.

West Eri Vtadui:
Cor. 8ecend Street and Gold Avenue

Frank Tomci & Bros
ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS
119 RAILROAD

AVE.

Only nop in town wl.ich employs
first class workman.
Thirty years' experience in selecting the lateet noveltiee In the
finest
Imported
Worsteds ind
Tweeds. Goods from all the lead
ing cloth firms of Europe and
America.
The best cloth display Tor Fall
and Winter In Mexico.
We solicit your patronage, gen
tlemen dreeaers. Satisfaction guar
anteed or no sale.

s

Happy New Year to
all my patrons, and the
whole world at large.
A

flaynard
I

:

the Jeweler

H

Note Ail classified advertisements
or
"liners," one cent a word for
each insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m.

rair

ALBERT

FABER,

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINUJ

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

HONEY TOorgans,
LOAN

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets an4
House Furnishing Goods,

Horses,
Furniture, Pianos,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
HOSTETTER'S
WKjout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
STOMACH BITTERS
OUR RATES bi fore borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
cattle and other livestock drifting anJ
OPEN EVENINGS.
straying away from the owneis.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
We simply will not be beaten
It Is proposed that thesa drift fences
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
In prices by any Carpet store In
305 West Railroad Avenue.
be so placed as not to be used for the
town.
,
purpose of exclusive occupancy of any
8T0LEN.
It's a matter of pride with us,
portion of the public domain by anyas well as of business and
one.
STOLEN From the Forester place,
money making, to eel I as low as
That they be constructed at InterNew York avenue and Tenth street,
anyone, and we give better value
vals of fifteen to thirty miles apart,
repeating Winchester rifle,
for the same money. Large buyunder such regulations and directions
Liberal reward for return and no
Beaty Bros, are proprietors of six of of the government of the United States
ing, large selling tells the tale of
questions asked.
the largest moving picture exhibitions through its proper officers and depart- '
our success.
.
on earth and are managers of No. 6 ments as shall seem proper. The petiWANTED.
We have Ingrain Carpets from
show. This company consists ot W. J tion asserts that unless drift fences WANTED A good cook and girl for
25c per yard upwards. "
Beaty, manager an Copcrator; E. B. shall be built as requested, persons
general housework at small boarding
Brussells Carpets from 50c per
Beaty, advance representative; A. W. cannot successfully engage in and pur'
house. Call at 723 North Second
yard upwards. Hodley, vocalist;
Professor James, sue the livestock business in the belt
street.
pianist; C. M. Seamonds, master, of of country referred to.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXTTIXXXXXXXXXXXXIUXXXXXXH
WANTED An experienced chamber
properties.
We .offer the public, the
maid. No native need apply. CoStatehood.
beet that money can .buy, and there
OLD RBUABLG"
lumbus hotel. Second street.
ESTABLISHED I878
you are. Manager of the opera house
Ccme settle up by Saturday night. WANTED Bright sunny room with
will refund the public's money if not If the bill passes I will give you back
board. Address Mrs. J. K. Hotze,
satisfactory.
January .8 and 9. Per the full amount of your account.
Columbus hotel.
T. F. DYE.
formance at 8:30 p. m. ,
A'ANTED
An experienced assistant
bookkeeper; one having knowledge
LOOK
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
of the Spanish language preferred;
at the nice wood at the Clarkville coal
chance for promotion; none but cap
Charles Duerries, of Mimbres, whose yard. Call up on either 'phone or give
able men need apply. Write to or
term as notary public will expire on your orders to drivers on the blue
CarrtM th. LarfMt
Flour, drain
4 float Eitaaalva
call on The John Becker Company,
March 11, has been reappointed by wagons.
Stock !
and
Provisions.
Helen,
New
Mexico.
Acting Governor Raynolds.
Staple O roceHes,
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
Car lata apaclaJty.
WANTED Driving horse or pony for
loan south watt.
Territorial Supreme Court.
keeping; good care. Inquire at Hall
Plumbing.
The supreme court met Tuesday
& Learnard's.
FARil AND FRE1QHT WAGONS.
We have added a plumbing departmorning In the last day's session of
Military
WANTED
ment
to
land
shop
warrants
our
tin
and
and
business.
January
the
term, 1902. W. L. Peeler,
Railroad Avenue
Albuuueraue
soldiers'
additional
homestead
of Alaniogordo, was admitted to prac When you have anything in this line
claims. If you have either, send
to be done see us about it before plactice before the court. The term was ing your order. Albuquerque
particulars to R. K. Kelley, Balrd
Hardthen formally closed and the new terra ware company.
building, Kansas City, Mo., and see
will open today.
what he will give. Reward for InSHIP YOUR PELTS TO BEARRUP BROS. & OO.
Custodian Commissioners.
formation. Commission to agents.
WANTED 3 young men from AlbuThe capltol custodian commissioners
querque and vicinity at once to premet in regular monthly meeting at the
pare for positions In the government
This Is what you save when you burn
capitol Monday. Bills and accounts
service. Apply to Inter state Carres.
for the month of December were re- Cerrlllos lump $5.00 per ton. Hahn,
Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
. .. .
ceived, audited and ordered to bo paid. both 'phones.
WANTED
Ten men in each state to
No further business was transacted.
travel, tack signs and distribute samAnothcrl
Territorial Funds.
ALBUQUERQUE,
ples and circulars of our goods. SalNEW MEXICO
Our regular
Tag
Green
Territorial 'Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
ary $60 per month; $2.75 per day for
begins
Sale
Wednesday,
January
7th.
has received the 'following funds: From
expenses. National Soap Works.Chl-cago- .
W. E. Dame, clerk of the Second dia-t- In order to properly arrange our stock
Leather Rugs, Moccasins and Other Desirable Articles
we
be
will
on
day
closed
Tuesday,
all
court, for quarter ending December
WANTED Manager or new branch of
January
propose
6th.
We
to
make
,
Home Manufacture for CHRISTMAS Presents
of
our
business here In Albuquerque.
31, $555,595; from C. W. Holman, treas-ure- r
Address at once, with roferences, Aland collector of Mora county, this our banner salq, and we are prebargains In
fred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
1900 taxes, $2.24; of 1901 taxes, $43.60; paring some surprising
clothing and furnishing goods. SIMON
Ohio.
ot 1902 taxes, $333.14.
WANTED
A trustworthy gentleman OSK3eKCK)KOeKDOfKre
STERN,
Railroad
the
Avenue
Clothier.
U. S. Land Commission.
or lady In each county to manage
The United States land commission
Steel, asbestos lined, cook stoves,
business for an old established house
was in session Monday at the capltol $12.50.
of solid financial 'Standing.
A
In regular monthly meeting. Upon the
straight, bona fide weekly salary of
Stove pipe, 20 cents.
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor
application of R. A. Morris, selections
$18 paid by check each Wednesday
Cobler seat, oak rockers, $2.50.
of about 13,000 acres of grazing lands
with all expenses direct from headDrop-heasewing machines $18.00.
quarters. Money advanced for exIn Guadalupe county were ordered
Wool and wool top mattresses $2.50
penses. Manager, 350 Caxton bldg.,
made and this tract, when selected, and up.
Chicago.
1
will be leased to R. A. Morris, of that
'
The Duplex, nothing better, $7.50.
Men to learn barber
WANTED
county for a term of five years at an
Goose and Down pillows, pair, $3.
IMNCST WHISKIES. IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WlNr. A COGNAC
trade. Special thirty day offer. More
annual rental of 3 cents an acre.
With thanks to my old patrons and
experience in one month than shops
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.'
Land Office Business.
hoping to mako many new ones we
in one year. Abundance of practice,
Finest and Best Imported and Oomestlc Cigars
Mineral Entry The Taos Gold Min- wish you a happy and prosperous New
qualified teachers, tools presented,
ing company of Taos, claimant for the Year.
wages Saturdays, diplomas granted
Black Copper group, consisting of the
and positions when competent. Quick
W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co., corner
and practical method. Our system is
Black Copper, Black Copper No. 2, Car- Second street and Coal avenue, west
well known. Established in 1893.
bonate, Benzuela, Gold Garner, Golcon-da- , end of viaduct.
Branches In New Orleans, St. Louis,
Jubilee, Queen and Valley lodes,
San Francisco, New York, Chicago.
containing 142 acres and situated in WANTED Clean cotton rags for maIf you want to be a barber write,
chine purposes at The Citizen office.
the Black Copper mining district, Taos
Moler System Barber College RepPrice 4 cents per pound.
county.
U S.
resentative, Albuquerque, N. M.
Final Homestead Entry Jose de la
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To- MISCELLANEOUS.
Cruz Apodaca, of Sanchez, 160 acres of
FOR SALE.
peka and anta r e Kauway Companies.
DIAMONDS, watches and silver novelland In San Miguel county.
ties at factory prices. Money refund- FOR SALE A well breed American m
Authorlzm! Canital
tenn
1
ed it not satisfactory. Send for illushorse.with buggy and harness; cheap
j rwi nn
DRIFT FENCES WANTED.
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
$200,000.00
if taken at once. Call at 1504 South
trated catalogue, free. Manhattan
Petition to Congress to Permit Them
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land,
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
Second street.
New York city.
Through Eastern New Mexico.
FOR SALE Young Irish setter, pedia Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi-- S
A petition
has been circulated
greed; also will sell mother. Call
dent; Frank McKee, cayhier;
PROPOSALS.
through the eastern part of the terri
on or address Wm. Coulodon, 619
H.
Raynolds,
F.
A B. McMillan.
January 6, 1W03. Healed
tory asking congress to pass a law to DEMVEK, Colo.,
Keleher avenue.
in triplicate, will be received
permit the building by private parties here until 1 o'clock A M., February (. 190U, FOR SALE We have for sale for $225
and then ouened. lor furnialilno- all mafrial
of fences running east and west ' and labor required fur sewt-- ayatrni at Fort
a bar outfit that cost originally $450.
AHznna. information liirnimied on
through the belt of country in eastern Apacne,
application totj. M., Kurt Apache, Arizona,
Inquire of or address Melinl &
ortlie underlined. L'. S. renervea the right
New Mexico, called the Staked Plains, to
Eakin, wholesale liquor dealers, Alaccept or reject any or all biduorany part
with proper and sufficient gates for thereof. " Koveiopea containing bids to be
buquerque,
N. M.
marked Proposals for Sewer at Kort Apache "
purposes of public use, In preventing and
addretaed LT. COL. J. W. Pol'K. C. U M. FOR SALE Two incubators. Prairie
State, also hot water brooder heater.
Cieckler's Farm.
atAtai.fi.tj.tt a atatatatAtatAt ata tAtatatata lAtAtAtAta
will interest every clothing buyer in town. I am bound to move my
FOR SALE A rooming house of 33
rooms, newly cleaned and renovated
winter stock out of the house if prices will do it Can't tell you much
throughout; close to business center
about it here, but
of the city. Address "X. Y. Z." this
On

Our Prices Crush

..COMPETITION..

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
.

Wool Pullers, Tanners
and Manufacturers

ZEIGER GAFE

KOeCHI
ALBUQUERQUE

I

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

v

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
kinds

frcsh an( Sa
$Ql

SfEAM

......

d

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order.
man ur aers solicited.

AU

When the stomach is weak the
whole system becomes weak also, be
cause It Is fromthe stomach we receive strength. 'Besides weakness, you
also suffer from Lois of Appetite,
Nausea, Headache, Indigestion, Con
stipation and Liver Troubles. For these
complaints you cannot take a better
roediclno than Hostetter's Stomach
Bitters. It positively cures. Try a
boi'.te and satisfy yourself.

XXXXIlXlXXXXIXXXXXXlXllXXlXtXXXlTTTTTTTtTfTTirfTM

O0sC000000C

Sash, Dcors, Mouldings, Store Fronts.
omce and store Fixtures.

o

CLASSIFIED ADS.

WEAK5 SYSTEM

1

rl

MANUFACTURERS OF

w

1903

semi-annu-

K0)KCKog0
Planinsr Hill Co..

,

7

.

We are receiving our new spring goods
now. Don't fail tp see them before
purchasing.
.
,

B090OmO090

A

WEDNESDAY JANUARY

WMjS

FACTQKY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
DEPOSITORY

f

1

r

KLEINWORT.

fcOTlL.

MASONIC BUILDING.

N. THIRD BTRIfV

f

AMERICAN

B.

SILVER

TRUSS.

RUPPE,
PRESCRIPTIONS

vv

I

LIGHT.

Severest
Hernia
wilb Couilort,

COOL.
.Eaay to Wear.
pressure oa
Slip or Back.
Ho understrapft.
Never moves.

Mutual

Telephone

TH 1ST.

r

MY GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

ta

43.

No. aoj West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerqu, N.

1

11.

.

We have enjoyed a splendid trade the past
year, for which we extend thanks to the public in general, and hope to merit the same consideration in the future.

JOSEPH HARNETT, Prop.

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND
Old Phone 247

IIOOORS.

Free Delivery to all

Railroad Ave, Albnquerqne.

Hour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
and drain.
Imported French and Italian
Oooda.
Sola ateata for Saa Antonio Lima.
Parts of the City.
213-21-

5

217 North Third

.'"'

office.

FOR SALE Old papers, 26 cents per
hundred, at the Citizen office.

NOTE A FEW CUT PRICES BELOW:

FOR RENT.

ELMO

ISO W.

t

TO THE PUBLIC

SAKPLE LVD CLUB BOOM.

Finest
WnlskUs,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

ta

8tret

J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
$

'

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Old Phone 188
New Phone 216

FOR RENT
Mrs. Busbridge has
leased the flat over Mrs. Albright's
Art Parlors, 11314 North Third
street, and has a few choice rooms
to rent.
FOR RENT The Grant hall on West
Railroad avenue for dances and enInquire of Mrs. Rosa
tertainments.
Berry, 208 West Lead avenue.
FOR' RENT Furnished rooms over
Skinner's grocery, 206 West Rallioad
avenue.
FOR RENT Barn, centrally located;
large enough for two horses, cow
and buggy. Inquire at The Citizen
office.

FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
from $1.60 to $5 per week with baths.
The Englewood, 206 North Second
j?
street, Stiong block.
Subscribe for the Dally Citizen.

120 and S25 Suit for
16

and

$18

Suit fur

$12

and

$15

Suit for

$ 8

and

$10

Suit for

15.00
11.50
0.00
7.00

$20

and

$25

Overcoats for

1G.50

$18

Overcoats for

$12 and $15 Overcoats for

....M.

12.50
0.00

MANDELL....

The Leading Clothier in
Albuquerque.

THE

n
8AN JUAN COUNTY.
Farmington.
From the Times.
George H. Browne left for a trip to
Gallup and Albuquerque on company
business.
Sunday here was the worst day of
the winter so far. It was quit cold
and a heavy wind blew all day.
La tt week Harley Knight came In
contact with the business end of a
mule and since then his locomotion
when observed across the street looks
os though he were starting off on
skates with one foot while the other
was going upstairs.
Charley Holly came down from
Bloomflrld and spent the night in
town. He was on his way to Fruitland
to do some surveying on the Fruitland
irigating canal. After he has finished
there, which will be at the latter part
of the week, he will begin the survey
of the Independent ditch.
New county officers that went in
were: Joe Prewitt, clerk, vice L. C.
Crove; W. G. Black, treasurer, vice
Joe Prewitt; J. E. Elmer, sheriff, vice
John W. Brown; C. F. Holly, surveyor.
N. Garcia, probate Judge, vice Juan B.
Valdez; Boone C. Vaughn, assessor,
vice D. J. Donavan; J. R. Williams,
rcmm!ssioner, vice S. E. Knootz; J. E.
WcCarty and Dr. McEwen retaining
their respective offices.

ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN WEDNESDAY JANUARY

Eczema, Psoriasis, Salt DUNBAR'S
Rheum,Tetter and Acne

Belong to that class of inflammatory and disfiguring skin eruptions that
cause more penuine bodily discomfort and worry than all other known
diseases. The Impurities or sediments which collect in the system because
of poor digestion, inactive Kidneys and other organs of elimination are
taken tip by the blood, saturating the system with acid poisons and fluids
that ooze out through the glands and pores of the skin, producing an indescribable itching and burning and
x e,0 chMrfully endor.s your B. s. 8.
the yellow, watery discharge forms as a cure for Eom. i was troubled
and tried many
into crusts and sores or little brown wlth ' ,or 88

ZX'

andwhitescabsthatdropoff leaving
the skin tender and raw. The effect ly relieved.
Wm. Campbell,
813 W. Central St., Wiobita, Kan.
of the poison may cause the skin to
crack and bleed, or give it a scaly, fishy appearance; again the eruptions may
consist of innumerable blackheads and pimples or hard, red bumps upon
the face. Purification of the blood is the only remedy for these vicious skin
diseases. Washes and powders can onlv hide for a time the planner
.
.
.
1
"
r
uiemisnea. o. o. o. eradicates an poisonous accumulations, antidotes the Uric and other acids, and
restores the blood to its wonted purity, and stimulates
and revitalizes the sluggish organs, and the impurities tasS off through the natural rhnnnpla nnrl
relieve the skin. S. S. S. is the only guaranteed purely vegetable blood
purifier. It contains no Arsenic, Potash or other harmful mineral.
Write us about your case and our physicians will advise without charge.
We have a handsomely illustrated book on skin diseases, which will be sent
free to all who wish it THE
swirT specific CO., Atlanta,

REAL
ESTATE

Money to Loan on uood Real Estate
Security at Low Rates of

Interest

1903

Have you seen that blue enameled
steel ware ai the Albuaueraue Hard
ware company's store. It Is the most
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen In Albuquerque,

GROSS, KELLY & CO.

t
2
2
oi

t t 1 1 r t 1 1 ttt t.
The New England
BAKERY
F. W. MOHLMAN,

Wool, Hides, Pelts

Mgr.

We handle

Our pastry is unexcelled.
Braed, Rolls, Pies and Cakee
Fresh Every Day.

FOR RENT 1 furnished house, 6
We solicit your patronage
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue,
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
Automatic 'phone 556.
stable, up to date; Third street.
220 South Second St.
FOR RENT G room brick, on South J
Opposite the postofflce.
o)
Fourth street; $15 per month.
FOR RENT
brick, East Rail
road avenue; f 18 per month.
FOR RENT
adobe, corner
Lewis avenue and Williams street
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market; $12.
207 West Gold Avenue,
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
houses;
5
Improvements;
modern
COMING EVENTS.
he has bought the W. B. Bond ranch,
rooms each, at $20 per month.
near Farminf ton, for Larkin Beck,
Thursday Evenings Dance at Odd FOR RENT Furnished rooms in good
who. with hia family, is now In Kan Fellows' hall given by
locations.
Mrs. B. Frank
sas on a visit.
Fillmore.
FOR
SALE New cement built house,
Tobacco glowing promises to be a
Thursday evenings Dance at Grant
water heated, tinted inside and out,
great indushy In New Mexico and hall given by Mrs. Rosa Berry.
and
In every respect; 8
January
from a few specimen plants we have
"The Krause Tailor"
rooms and bath room; brick side
at
hall.
Colombo
seen grown we would say San Juan, as
walk, Bluher system, on corner.
January
Midwinter carnival
in the production of other crops, will
Price, $5,500.
From the Hustler.
Paso.
at
El
FOR SALE Frame house, 4 rooms, on I --'"A
.4
Mrs. Minor McCracken and Mrs. D. be the banner county of the territory
19 First annual ball of the
January
a corner, near shops; lots 50x142
K. B. Sellers were victims of tonsolitis In the production of the weed.
at
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen
feet. Price, $1,100.
R. H. Glllecple was arrested by Con Colombo hall.
last week.
FOR SALE Corner lot, 50x100 feet,
on
table
Baker
a warrant sworn out
Work on the new city hall has been
Hazeldine avenue and Third street
We are sola agents for Wheeler A
suspended for a few days, owing to before Judge Berry, charging the un
,
FOR SALE 4 lots corner Lead ave WM. GOETTINQ
sewing
Whson
machines.
Albert
& CO., Proprietors.
lawful taking from Gregorlo Labato, a
the cold weather.
nue and First street.
305 Railroad avenue.
son
D.
E.
given
of
Labato,
by
a
note
Mrs. William Locke has been con
FOR SALE
brick house,2 lots
All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Orders taken for every known make
fined to her bed for several days past. Gillespie to D. E. Labato. The trial
50x142 feet; house nearly new. Price
Sausage making a specialty.
up
ranges.
will
Saturday.
come
Albuquerque
stoves
of
and
$1,800. A bargain.
with a threatened attack of pneumonia
Hardware com--ny- .
FOR SALE Lodging house 16 rooms 1882
btit is now better.
1902
Moki Tea positively cures sick head
at a bargain.
A breakdown In tne electric light
Tla, gaivanizeo iron and coppei FOR SALE Good business lots on
ache, indigestion and constipation. A
plant has returned the town to lamp delightful herb drink. Removes all work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
Gold avenue.
light for a few nights, or until repairs eruptions of the skin, producing a per ny.
FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal Sole Agents for Casino and Ora brand
can be made.
feet complexion or money refunded.
Canned Gooas. ueulerg In
avenue and Third street.
Peninsular bars heaters burn less
Contractor Tlce Is kept bufcy. He 25e and 50c. Write to us for for free fuel,
give more heat and ventilate your FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
Is now engaged In putting the finish- sample. W. H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo. rooms. Whitney Company.
street at a bargain ; house and stable Staple and Fancy Groceries
214 South Second Street.
ing touches on Mrs. Benning's new N. Y. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H.
on land about three miles out; will
Creamery Butter Best on
Hilsboro
Brigg3
&
Co.
pure,
Hand
made,
home
part
made
and
sell
for
cash and balance at 8
house.
Earth.
are Kirster Bros.' cigars.
per cent.
Joe Wilkin came in from Little
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery
L. Brackett 6V Co.,
W.
SALE1
FOR
On
a
desirable
In
corner
Water, and says there Is more moisNo tuberculosis preservative or colFourth
new
ward,
the
brick
blacksmiths
Copper
house,
on
ave oring In Matthews' Jersey mil
ture on the reservation than has been
nue,
W.
with bath room and all modern conSecond and Third streets,
o
for the past ten years. The Navajos have between
veniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
received a new rubber tiring
rxctice.
will be In clover this year.
The Rico Cat a serves the best meals
cement sidewalks and lawn.
machine and guarantee their work
in the city at. 15 and 25 cents. Short FOR SALE On North First street, 3- Samuel Rugh, the hustling real es- They do horseshoeing as a specialty.
6
orders,
cents up, 111 North. First
tate agent, has sold the E. B. Bond
room frame house, 2 lots 50x142 feet,
Cerrlllos
Gallup Domestic Lump
Have your Donne wen ventilated bj street.
for $1,100; can be bought on install- Coal, $5.00 and
ranch across the Animas, to LarkJn
o
per ton.
ments If purchaser desires.
Wait for It!
Beck. Although Mr. Beck is now using a Peninsular base
Anthracite Nut, $7.50 per ton.
Those Green Tag Sales of ours have FOR SALE: 10 acres near the new
visiting at his old home In Oklahoma, Whitney Company.
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 per
woolen mill; also some acreage on ton.
got to be part of the hlBtory of this
the sale was consummated by letter.
JACK AND THE BEANSTALK. COL
North Fourth street.
town and never fail to atract atten
William A. Carson and Mrs. J. C.
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
ORED, IN TEN BEAUTIFUL
brick house and
tion. .But we are preparing for one FOR SALE
Carson, his brother's wife, departed for
8CENES.
bath room; good stable, chicken
now which will surpass all previous
Boulder, Colo., where Mrs. Carson goes
Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
housewind mill aad tank and plenty
records for magnitude, and especially
to seek renewed health in a celebrated
of good water. Price, $1,800. This avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
on account of the unmatchable prices
sanitarium. Mr. Carson will return In
is a snap.
alKJUt ten days.
we will quot
on our entire stock. FOR SALE Brick house, 8 rooms,
Telephones:
Automatic, 415 and
Sale begins January 7th. SIMON
with bath, good stable. Lots 150x142 267; Bell, 45.
The First National bank of Farm- feet, In Highlands. Price, $1,800.
Ington has just purchased an addiSTERN, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
FOR SALE Fine
brick house,
tional $15,000 worth of United States
Fresn Cut Flowers.
North Fourth street; bath room;
government bonds, to secure that
IVE8, THE FLORIST.
with 4 lots, stable, etc., ne cement
c
amount of additional bank notes of
walks.
Mrs.
Her
Bambini,
No.
parlors,
at
No. 1T8 Railroad Avenue.
their circulation, which they have Just
205 South First street, over tbe Hyde FOR SALE One mile out, 4 acres of
had printed by the treasury departgood,,
highly cultivated land, with
Exploring Expitlow store, Is prepared
BEST MEALS IN THE CITY.
ment at Washington. The full amount
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
REGULAR MEALS, 25c.
Good
of their capital stock of $25,000 is now
place
house
and
The
stable.
hair dressling, treat corns, bunions
is In at fine location, near Mountain
backed up by government bonds, the
and ingrowing nails--. She give masShort Order at Any Price.
Road; was formerly called the Mid-val- e
purpose of the directors being to make
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
property;
cheap.
will
be
sold
Bambini's own preparations of comthis bauli the strongest possible.
plexion cream build's up tbe skin and FOR SALE: Good lodging house; also
;
good lodging and boarding bouse.
W. L. TRIMBLE
CO.
improves the complexion, and are
Aztec.
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooms, Second street, between Railroad and
with bath room, furnished ; la High"From the Index.
Copper avenue
also prepares a hair tonle that cores
lands; splendid location; trees, staMrs. Mert Stewart, of Flora Vista is
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
ble, lawny etc. Price, $3,000; terms, Horse and Mules bought and exchang
out; restores life to dead hair; .renulte in.
cash $50j, balance on Installments
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
moves
superfluous
moles,
wartB
and
Viola Sweeney, who had the misforby the month, at 6 per cent Interest,
Yransfer Stables
hair. Give her a trial'. She also has
tune to break her arm some ten days
until paid.
very fine tooth powder, which she
a
IN THE CITY
ago, was able to
school this
guarantee to he free from at) metallic FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12 BEST TURNOUT8
rooms and bath room; electric lights,
week.
Address W. L. TRIMBLE fc CO,
substances. It perfumes the breath,
and all modern Improvements, in a
Alfalfa seed at $14 to $16 per hut;,,
Albuouenrue. N. M.
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
fine location. Price, 6,500.
lred and not a pound to sell, is keepclean and white. It ts highly recomScene 1. Trading the cow.
mended by all first class dentists. Al- FOR Si.LE The Kimball plae, on
ing our farmers poor.
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
house;
2.
Scene
so a face powder, a freckle cure, and
returns
Jack
with
the
Business at the court house during
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
pimple cure, and pHe cure. All of
Corner o4 First 8treet and
December indicates that San Juan beans.
Price, $2,250.
Scene 3. Growing of the beanstalk. these preparations are purely vegetaRaUroad Avenue.
'
county is growing fast.
$1,000,
FOR
SALE
on
house
and lot
ble compounds. Give her a trial.
Scene 4. Jack's dream.
Now is the best time of the year to
Third street, between Tijeras roaa
Has changed hands and Is now one
Automatic telephone 490.
Scene 5. Climbing the beanstalk.
and Marquette avenue; good loca- of the nicest resorts in the city. Best
clear off sage brush and prepare for
6.
top
of
liquors served at the bar. Lager
Arriving at the
Scene
of the
tion for business.
more alfalfa and corn next year..
Homestead Entry No. 488.
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the been 02 draught. Tatronage solicited.
Notice for Publication.
D. E. Labato has gone to Durango to beanstalk.
LUKE WAL3H,
park, on West Copper avenue, good
Scene 7. The giant's kitchen.
Department of the Interior, Land OfProprietor.
make purchases for his Canon store.
bricK uouse, with all modern Im8. Jack descending the bean
Scene
fice
Fe;.
N.
Dec.
6th,
Santa
M,
at
Mr. Labato reports a good business In
provements and will be Bold; cheap.
Old Prone 5'A
New Phone 152
1902.
stalk.
his new store.
urlck house near
Notice is hereby given that the follo- FOR SALE
Scene 9. Transformation scene.
Aztec, Farmington, Fruitland and
shops, with good stable and other Imwing-named
J. W. Edwards
settlur has flled notice
Scene 10. Closing tableau.
provements, on a corner; will be sold
San Juan county have grown more in
of
his
proof
to
In
Intention
make
final
This Is acknowledged to be the great
Progressive
Mortician and Em
at a bargain.
1902 than In any previous year and
est spectacular producetion ever at support of his claim, and that said
balmer.
they will grow more in 1903 than ever tempted in moving pictures, and ap proof will be made before the pro FOR SALE Fine brick bouse near
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue, Open day and night. Call's are
bate cierk of Bernalillo county, at Albefore.
peals to every boy and girl, as well as
with 3 lota. Price, $2,400.
promptly attended to.
Ellis Ferguson, who has spent sev every man and woman, as It awakens buquerque, N. M'., on January 13th, FOR SALE1 (room frame
house on
1903, viz: Frank B. Jones
for
the
years
New
Mexico
in southern
and memories of childhood. This play of
eral
Also
Sell Monuments
I
loNorth
Fifth
street;
$1,000;
good
SEtt Sec. 21, N NEtf, NE
Texas, has arived home on a visit to the old, old story, Is well worth the SEli
cation.
Office and parlor
N. Second
NW
Sec. 28, T. 10 N., R. 3 E.
bis mother and other relatives.
price of admission.
He names the following witnesses to FOR SALE Some fine corner lots on
West Coal avenue; also some good
Mrs. James Beaton, whose husband
prove his continuous residence upon
Thirty thousand latest moving
ranches for sale.
died on the San Juan In October, left
which are guaranteed not to qui- and cultivation of said land, viz:
311 South First Street.
George Oxendine, of Albuquerque, FOR SAUfi $2,750, lodging and boardwith her children for Utah, where they ver or blur, which renders the eyes en
VAJO, Proprietor.
ing
In
FRANK
house
good
a
cenlocation
and
M.;
i.
Bradner
Jones,
of
Albuquerque,
will spend some time with her parents tirely free from all that dazzle; also
trally situated,
depot
Snow is reported deep In the La latest Illustrated songs, such as "The N. M.; Jesus Candelarla, of Albuquer- FOR SALE 3 nearcorner and shops.
The best of liquors served to pat
lots
New York
que, N. M;
rons of the bar.
Plata mountains. This early snow Tie that Binds," In twenty-siscenes, que. N. M. Carl Main, of Albuqueravenue and Seventh street.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
means big crops in the La Plata valley colored; "The Silent Violin," Bixteen
FOR SALE 6 room brick house; lot
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
Nice large rooms, everything bras
50x142 feet; $1,500.
and no spot of God's vineyard grows scenes, colored, and "Honey, Come
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
7
We
biger crops.
FOR
SALE
nem
make
room
aoor
tne
house,
window
North
and
Sec
Kiss Your Baby" In fourteen beautiful
screens. They are far supeilor to any
ond street; 2 lots for $1,100.
Mis. Clara E. Wallis, of Farmington, scenes.
QOOC)CC)COCOOOOC)OCXXXXXXXXXX)
made in the east at the same price.
FOR
SALE Brick house,
with
was In town attending to land office
kings
moving
Beaty Bros, are
of the
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A
IB IT
2 lots, south postofflce, at a bargain
biininet-s- .
She tells us her father and picture machine business, and they T. Telephone No. 463.
FOR SALE 4 room frame house on
Orange
moving
Mrs.
on
Phips, have the only six
mother, Mr. and
machines
Brlii
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
in your tinware and have it
Telephone Service
are now at Pueblo Bonita, where her earth with diamond projecting lenses, repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com- FOR SALE Fine property close In;
among
suctannery.
Is
building a
the most
and are certainly
pany
father
brick house and stable, modern Im
YOU WANT?
provements; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
S. I). Hildebrand, who has Just ar- cessful traveling entertainers, as they
QUICK
AND RELIABLEI
Daoutright.
opera
Opera
wind
mill aud tank; will be sold
houses
rent all
rived with bis family from South
O
You know and everybody else O
cheap.
kota, was in town with his brother, J. house Thursday and Friday, January 8 O knows that our stock of black D
FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 rooms,
Mr. and 9; admission 25, 50 and 75 cents. D silks Is beyond comparison.
R. Hildebrand, of Farmington.
Our D
THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
Gool location; cheap.
Hildebrand says he and his family are Mr. Matson, manager of the opera O prices do all tbe talking. LION Q
: iND TELEGRAPH
CO.
your
money
if not O STORE.
a
well pleased and expect to locate In house, will refund
satisfied.
us
couuty.
R.
Hildebrand
tells
J.
the
UOOOCOOCOCOCXDOCXDCOOOCXDOi"

K. C. Baking Povtder,
Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

1
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Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAS
VEGAS,

The Union
Market
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(Incorporated)

The Peninsular is a heater and ven
tllator. Whitney Company.

COLUMN

NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.
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The ICEBERG
212 W. Railroad Avenue,
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to visit "The Iceberg."
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The St. Louis
The Qreat News
paper of the World.

inwit-e-

Lunch Is

served every day.
STEVE BALLING,

4,ii..-i-,..,ur,- l.,

.1,1,

All patrons and friends cordially

The Great Republican
Paper of America.

GlobeDemocrat

Fa-ber-

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

H. HAHN

COAL DEALER

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR
Almost equal to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Correct Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and instructive reading matter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
Journal. Two papers every week, One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
FREE.

.

...The Daily

Has no equal or rival among Western
hands of every reader of ANY paper.
Daily,
Including Sunday.
One year
$6.00
6 months
$3.00
3 months
$1.50

JA

Newspapers, and oueht to he tn th

Daily,
Without Sunday.
One year
$4.00
6 months
$2.00
3 months
$1.00

SUNDAY EDITION.
48 to 60 pages.

One year
6 months

$2.00
$1.00

The Great World's Fair
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WILL BE HELD AT ST. LOUIS IN 1904, and the GREATEST ST LOUIS
NEWSPAPER WILL BE INDISPENSABLE DURING THE COMING YEAR
SUBSCRIBE TODAY.

THE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. St. Louis, Mo.

Coney Island

IV

Globe-Democr- at.
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THE ARCADE
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E. H. DUNBAR

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City
This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
experienced.
Although not generally known summer Is the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The daily afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nlg-- s
lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip undrfr
"The White Umbrella."

The Mexican Central
Is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to Zl
points in Mexico.
call on or address,
Y. D. MURDOCK,
W. 0. MEAD,
C. R. HUDSON,
A. O. & p. A., Mexico
C. A., El Paso. O. F. & P. A.,Mexlco.

A Badge of

the

Burlington.
"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burlington uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.

fMnpn
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to

DAILY OVER

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
G. W.'.VALLERY,

General

Afrent,

DENVER.!
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Letters from
Women

Cured by the use of Kodol are received dally.
Their troubles nearly all begin with Indigos.
Won or other stomach disorder.
If the food you est falls to give strength
to your body, It Is because the Juices secreted by the stomach and digestive Organs
are Inadequate to transform the nutrient properties of the food Into blood. That Is
Indigestion. The system Is deprived of the
amount of nourishment required to keep up
the strength, snd the result Is thst one or
mors of the delicate organs gradually grows
weak, and then weaker, until finally It is
diseased. Here a great mistake Is made.
That of treating the diseased organ. The
best doctors In the land make this very
mistake. Why ahould they ? It Is so easy
to see that the trouble is not there.

Kodol

ures

This famous remedy outs the stomach and
digestive organs In a healthy condition so
that rich, red blood Is sent coursing through
the veins snd arteries of every muscle, tissue
and fiber throughout every organ of the en
ure body, ana by Nature a law of health, full
trength and vigor Is soon restored to esch.
Kodol cures Indigestion, dyspepsia and all
itomacn cisoraers.
I have taken Kodol for nearly two months
fter each meal and it is the only remedy
that gave relief from the terrible pains I
sndured. After a time I would take it but
nce a day, and now, while 1 keep a bottle
handy I seldom need It, ss It hss cured me.
Mrs. J. W. Coolbauoh, MUo Center, N.T.

Kodol Digests What Too

ijiE

Bottles only.

Eat

1 1 .00 Slie holdtnc 2 times the trial
ska. which Milt for 50 cents,
pared by E. O. DeWITT 4k DO.. CMIOSQO
J. H. O Rielly & Co. and B. H. Briggs

& Co.

Bo the Prices See the Goods,
' 6lngle buggy harness $5.00 to $20.00,
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to $25.
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
$15.50 to $20.00.
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00,
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Worse
Blankets, etc., etc.

GALLUP.

From the Republican.
Mark Bennett, the Zunl trader,
visited Gallup.
Gregory Page was confined to his
room for a week with a cold.
Miss Elizabeth F.ldridge is here from
Manuelito on a visit to her parents.
The best quality of lignite coal in
Gallup costs the consumer $2.78 per
ton, delivered.
408 Railroad Ave
Mbuquerque
Superintendent
I. L. Hibbard was
entertained on New Year's day by Mr.
and Mrs. C. N. Cotton.
Dealer In
It Is reported that three of the
Indian murderers of Charles Kyle have
been arrested on the reservation.
Arthur Cavanaugh, who represents
ZOO
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE Gross, Kelly & Co., of Albuquerqae,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
visited our merchants this week.
Felix Morello, a brother of the Mor- icllo brothers of this place, arrived
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Brae.

Thos F. Kelelier
J. A. SKINNER

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

PIONEER BAKERY

'

Wedding
C07

:

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITlZEEs WEDNESDAY JANUARY
here from Italy on the 26th of last
month.
William Henry has been confined to
his bed at Harper'a hospital for nearly
two weeks with typhoid fever.
The handsome doll raffled off on the
1st inst. by A. F. Ries, was won by
Mrs. Jessie Davis. Five hundred and
twenty-sitickets were sold.
Mrs. E. C. Whitson, of the Whitson
Music company of Albuquerque, is in
town, the gueBt of Mrs. T. C. DeShon.
Miss Lou Bolton, of Albuquerque,
attended a dance at Wlnslow New
Year's eve, and came to Gallup to
visit her sister, Mrs. L. L. Henry.
The box rent at the postofftce has
been reduced from $1 to 60 cents, 75
cents to 40 cents, 60 cents to 40 cents,
and call boxes to 30 cents.
Agent Hazylett now has In his pog
session 110,000 which he will use for
the benefit of the Navajos In making
reservoirs and irlgating ditches.
Peter Kramer, of this office, thought
he wasn't having as much vacation as
the balance of the lioys, so he sprained
bis ankle and laid off.
M. Picard, who Is employed at the
briquette plant, has been off duty for a
few days on account of running a nail
through his foot. He rather enjoys it
as he wanted to lay off during the
holidays anyway.
Marshal Winders had an old shack
on the corner of Coal avenue and
Second street cleaned out on Tuesday.
Under a lot of rubbish he found seven
full boxes of thirty calibre cartridges,
such as are used by the government.
The owner can have them by proving
property.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Sanjule enter
talned a few of their friends at an ele
gant dinner given on New Year's eve.
After the dinner the evening was
pleasantly passed with cards and
music, until the new year was ushered
in by the blowing of steam whistles
and the explosion of firearms.
W. A. Maxwell sold his building on
Railroad avenue, which was formerly
occupied as a drug Btore, and the
three vacant lots back of It fronting on
Coal avenue, to Joseph Kuhn. Consideration private. Mr. Maxwell also
sold to Mrs. Marie Raillard the brick
dwelling occupied by her. Consideration private.

Howard Bromagem, formerly an employe of this paper, recently stood a
civil service examination for the goveminent printing department. He re
ceived an aggregate percentage of
2.6, or 12.6 above the danger line.
Hugo Zuber, the old time sheep man,
who will be remembered with pleasure
by his many friends here, writes W. L.
Crockett, from Rome, saying that himself and wife are at present in that city
and enjoying the best of health.
Romualdo Roybal, the newly elected
treasurer of Mora county, has filed his
bond with the district clerk in the sum
of $35,000, with P. D. St. Vrain, Crlsto-va- l
Sanchez, F. S. Ortega, Enseblo A.
Chaves, Simon Vorenberg, Eplmenlo
Martinet and A. C. Martinez as sureties.
John U. Hinde has brought suit
against John H. Colley, administrator
of the estate of Telesfor, Canuallto
and Gregorita Cruz de Paiz, to recover
$345.25 loaned on a promissory note,
with interest on the same from January 3, 1902, and to foreclose a mortgage
which he holds on a part of the estate.
Miss Winifred O'Brien, who had
been lingering between life and death
for several weeks, died. The body will
be shipped to Helena, Mont., for burial, accompanied by her sister, who
Just arrived last week from Seattle,
Wash., to be In attendance at her bedside.
Congregation Montefiore elected officers for the ensuing year, as follows:
J. Judeil, president; Sol. Splegelberg,

ACKER'S
DYSPEPSIA

99999m

FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
BATHS AND
8ANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
8AMPLE
ROOM
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN- -

GEO. E. ELLIS.
Proprietor and Owner.

000eC0OCKei
Railroad Time Tables

When in Albuquerque it will interest
you to visit the Navajo Blanket

De-

partment of

THE HYDE EXPORING
EXPEDITION OF
NEW MEXICO AND NEW YORK.

and Indian Goods in the world.
mU

1, 1902.)

ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.

1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7, Mez. & Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
No. t, California Limited . . . . 10 : 60 a.m.

LEAVE GOINQ NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:65 p.m.
Chicago
Express
No. 8,
7:30p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
7 : 10 a.m.
No. 22, Atlantic Express
LEAVES GOINQ SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 p m-ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOINQ WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
Nn, S, California Limited.... 11 :00a.m.
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
and No. 2 from the west.
Nn 9 anil Nn A am IKs llmUc1
Th
-

....

t

St. Lent. V. 8. A.
Black A Tan, Anheuaer-StandarFaust. Expert Pale. Exquisite, Michelob and
All nrilrra prntptlr flllrri br

rfcr

i

also of

d,

CHAS. W. KUNZ, WHOLESALE

and they arrive daily.
Local freight No. 99, going south,
carries passengers.
F. U MYERS, Agent

DEALER,

vice president: D. Wtnternltz. secreL. H. Manke. treasurer; Dan
Stern, Ike Davis. B. Appel, 8. Nahm
and M. Greenberger, trustees. Mr.
Splegelberk and Mr. Greenberger were
the only new officials, the others being
In the case of Mr. Judeil
It was the seventh
to the
presidency of the congregation, which
is certainly complimentary to him;
and doubly bo since he begged to be
excused and the congregation would

tary;

not consent.
From the Optic.
Miss Helen Frakes has taken a position with the Rosenthal Furniture company.
Little Herman Spiess, the infant
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Spiess
is much better.
The deadly diphtheria is said to be
raging at Mora, three children In one
family being down with the disease.
The contract for the erection of the
new Duncan building, opposite the
city hall, will likely be let this week.
Prof. J. O. McNary was Installed as
superintendent
of the PreBbyterlan
Sunday school, succeeding Capt. J. M.
Reld.
The work of getting out the hewn
timbers for the Tecolote leaching
plant is progressing nicely and deliv
ery on the ground will be completed
early next week. Let the good work
go on and everyone help with a will to
push this enterprise to an early com
pletion. With mines producing, there
will be no need of citizens' meetings
and bonuses to Induce new railroads
to build.
They will then come of
themselves, praying for rights of way
and terminal grounds, says one of the
promoters.

SANTA FE.

The largest stock of Navajo Blankets

a

AnheuserBusch Brewing Ass'n
iA
i JT

205 South First Street, opposite Santa
Fe Depot.

From the New Mexican.
Hon. W. G. Sargent, territorial audi
tor, was a passenger for El Rito. He
will remain there a few days.
W. F. Williams, of San Pedro, is here
on business connected with closing up
the business of the San Pedro Mercan
tile company.
Rev. R. M. Craig, of Albuquerque
general missionary of the Presbyterian
church for New Mexico, arrived in the
capital.
I'rof. Clinton J. Crandall. the effic
ient superintendent
of the United
States Indian school In this city, left
for Washington, D. C, where he will
remain several weeks on official business, and in the interest of the school.
He will have rooms at the Ebbltt
house.
On the last roster of the National
Geographical society, the names of the
following residents of New Mexico appear: Dr. D. M. Appel, of Fort Bay
ard; Alpheus Augustus Keen, of Albu
querque, and L. Bradford Prince, of
this city.
Grant Rlvenburg has finished har
vesting, and putting up a large crop of
very fine Ice. The thickness of the ice
cut on his ponds south of town was on
an average, eight Inches. The Ice sup
ply for the penitentiary for the coming
summer hag also been cut and stored
In the Ice house at that institution.
When doctors full try Burdock Blood
Bitters. Cures dspepsia, constipa
tion; Invigorates the whole system.
n

Best Liniment On Esrth.
Henry I). Baldwin,
pi. Cit" Watar
Works, ShulLburg, Wis., writes: "I
have tried many kinds of linimert. but
have never received much benefit until
used Ballard's Snow Liniment for
rheumr tlsm and pains. 1 think It the
bebt liniment on earth." 25c. 50c and
$1.00 a bottle ft Cosmopolitan Pbar-ma- B. Ruppe.

Let us figure on your plumbing.
buquerque Hardware company.

Al-

Pate-Lase-

Halt-H-
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ALBUQUERQUE,

J
N. M.

Poultry Show at Waxahachle.
Waxahachle, Tex., Jan. 7. Furred
and feathered stock of
qualities are exhibited in greater numbers and a largrr variety at the
seven! n annual poultry nnd pet stock
show opening today than at any of
the previous exhibitions held here.
The show continues through the remainder of the week. Two nandsome
silver loving cups and numerous other
premiums of value will be awarded.
prize-winnin-

g

Heads Shoud Never Ache.
Never endure this trouble.- - Use at
once the remedy that stopped it for
Mrs. N. A. Webster, of Winnie, Va..
she writes: "Dr. King's New Life Pills
wholly cured me of sick headaches I
had suffered from two years." Cure
headache, constipation,
biliousness
25c at all druggists.
o

For Over Sixty Years.
An old and well tried remedy.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has
been used for over sixty years by millions of mothers for their children
whllo teething with perfect success.
It soothes the child, softens the gums,
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Is the best remedy for diarrhoea.
Is
pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every part "f the world.
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
Is incalculable.
Be sure and ask for
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
e

DEM I NO.
A

t

nandes, Soctmo Baca, Emlllo Lucero;
house of Francisco Hernandez.
No. 2. Corrales Vlrg!nlo ( or lova,
Pomposo Oriego, Elanterio 8am hei;
school house.
No. 3, Alameda Maximo Chaves,
Juan Pacheeo. Francisco Martinet;
heiise of Melquladcs Martinet.
No. 4, Ranchos de Albuquerque
Qulrino Espalin, Fe'.ipe Lucero. Priml
tivo Lucero; house of Daniel Martin
ez.
No.5, Barelas Oregorlo Barela, Juan
Baca y Padllla, Antonio Baca; hous
of Eslavlo Vigil.
No. 6, Los Padlllas Juan Sanchei y

Tht product of

septics and emollients; relieves and
permanently
cures blind, bleeding
Itching and protruding piles, sores,
cuts, bruises eczema, salt rheum and
all skin diseases. J. H. O'Rlelly & Co,
and B. H. Briggs ft Co.

HOTEL CLAIRE...

.

palatable. Has a
flavor peculiarly
its own, making it the most
popular bottled beer for table use
in cottage and mansion all 'round
the wide, wide world.

One Hundred Dollars a Box.

SANTA FE, N. M

Clear, sparkling,

the value H. A. Tisdale, Summerton
8. C, places on De Witt's Witch Hazel
Salve. He says: "I had the piles for
20 years. I tried many doctors and
medicines, but all failed except De
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. It cured
me." It is a combination of the healing
properties of Witch Hazel with anti

West Railroad Avenue.

No.

sfjfc

Is

M

nu

(In Effect Nov.

TABLETS

cure dyspepsia ana all disorders arising from indigestion. Endorsed by physicians every where. Sold by all druggists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial
package free by writing to W. H. Hooker ft Co.. Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O'Rlelly
ft CO., and B. H. Briggs ft Co

CIGARS

1

'BudWeiser

1893.

JOE RICHARDS,

V

7

Wholesome

From the Record.
Harry Partlett and Jim Ensign at
Los Alamos lakes killed a very large
wild cat.
The painters and decorators, and the
paper hangers, having formed a union,
are now daily expecting their charter.
William Coleman hag resumed his
position of night policeman, after a
short vacation, part of which was
spent in Santa Fe.
&
Browne
Manzanares
have
brought an attachment suit against
Earl J. Hollingsworth to recover
4906.04 on a promissory note with in
terest on the same from January 1.

Oake : a : Specialty

We desire patronage, and we
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
8. First St.,
Albuquerque, N.

1903

LAS VEGAS.

x

Simple Colds.
Cease to be simple, if at all prolong
ed. The safest way is to put them
aside at the very beginning. Ballard's
Horehound Syrup stops a cold and removes the cause of .colds. 25c, 60s,
11.00 a bottle at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. Rupre.

7.

Fw

Pointers About a Good Town In
Southern New Mexico.
Keep your eye on ueming.
Deming has Just been Incorporated.
Doming, the coming city of New Mex-

ico.

Deming has a magnificent school system.
Deming, the railroad center of New
Mexico.
Deming, the gateway to the best part of
Old Mexico.
, ,
Deming! Don't overlook It tf you are
looking for a sofe and paying investment.
Deming, the seat of the new county of
Luna.
Deming Is the great mining center of
the southwest.
Deming water la chemically pure-equto Polan springs.
Deming has Increased 60 per cent In pop
uiation In four years.
Deming water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
Investments In Deming lots will double
and treble In one year.
Drnilng has now a large Ice plant and
electric light, system under contract
in Deming the demand for rental
houses Is five times in excess of the sup
piy.
Deming has an abundance of water for
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gar
dens.
Buy lots and build In Deming. Tour
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
Investment.
In Deming good safe loans can be had
at better rates than In the old established
towns.
At Deming- - you can buy lots at 1100
which will pay you 100 per cent In less
than twelve months.
In Deming another good hotel Is needed
to accommodate the enormous increase of
population.
Deming Is a great health result has no
superior in climate for the cure of pulmonary troubles.
Deming will be the great smelter center.
Two large plants will be Installed within
the year.
Why buy high priced lots when you can
get them In Deming cheap now, wltb cer

Pena, Nestor Savedra, Venceelao Sanchez; house of Vldal Chaves.
No. 7, San Antonio Jose Maria Sail-na- s,
Jose Garcia y Samora. Jose I
Gonzales; house of Darlo Gutlerre.
No. 8, Los Grlegos Juan C. Samora,
Iginlo Guevara,
Justo Gutierrez:
house of Juan C. Samora.
No. 9, Ranchos de Atrlsco J. B. Ltw
cero, Lui Sanchez, Leandro Barela;
house of D. J. Metzgar.
No. 10, Chlllll Pablo Crespln, Mao.
uel y Acuna, J. B. Lebarlo; house ot
Filomeno Mora.
No. 11. Pajarlto Manuel A. Pena,
Jose Chaves y Chaves. Nlcudemoa Cha
ves; house of Juan Chaves y Chavea.
No. 12, Albuquerque
Leverltt Clark,
W. H. Burke, A. M. Whitcomb.
No. 13, Old Albuquerque
Luis Sprin
ger, Miguel Duran, Justo Ortega; court
house.
No. 14, San Ignaclo Carlos Herrera.
Pedro Aranda, Santo Herrera; house
of Nicolas Herrera.'
No. 15, Casa Salazar Anastacio Sandoval, Manuel Sandoval, Emlllo Lopes;
house of Pantaleon Mora.
No. 16. Placitas Cipriano
Salas,
HermeneJIIdo Chaves, Pedro Gurule;
school houlse.
No. 17, Pena Blanca Estevan Baca,
Manuel Baca, Vicente Armijo; school
house.
No. 18, Canon de Jemez Francisco
Montoya y Romero, Emlterlo Archuleta, Agaplto Garcia; house of Agapito
Garcia!
No. 19, AlgodoreB O. P. Hovey. Emlllo Archibeque, J. H. Madden; house
of O. P. Hovey.
No. 20, Naclmlento
Luis J. Ortiz,
Reyes Jaramlllo, Dlonlc!o Montoya;
school house.
No. 21, La Ventana Pablo Domln- guez, Jose Anto. Archuleta, Lino Cordova; Cabezon school house.
No. 22. La TIJera Amado Lopez, Do
mingo Garcia, Manuel Jaramlllo; house
of J. R. Carpenter.
No. 23, San Antonio Pedro Lucero,
Francisco Trujillo, Jose Anto. Nleto;
school house.
No. 24, La Vajada Tlburclo DImas,
Jose I. Montoya, Juan Montoya y Lucero; Thornton school house.
No. 25, Guadalupe Abellno Lucero,
Telesfor Lucero, Martin Ramirez;
'
school house.
No. 26, Albuquerque E. D. Fluke.
W. T. McLaughlin, C. B. Hawley.
No. 28, Atrlsco Mariano Sena, Jose
Vldal Mora, Viterbo Anaya; school
bouse.
No. 31, 8an Ysldro Sotero C. de
Baca, Juan Maestas, Jesus Ma. Garcia;.
bouse of Leandro Sandoval.
No. 32, La Jara Manuel Garcia y
Rael, Francisco Aragon, Ramon Gutierrez; school house.
No. 33, Gonzalitos Maximo Martinez, Julian Romero, Felix Montano;
school house.
No. 34 Chilill Jose L. Garcia, Nicolas Samora, J. M. Montoya; house of J.
M. Montoya.
No. 35, Duranes C. B. Chaves, Ignaclo Cervantes, Francisco Sandoval;,
house of O. B. Chaves.
No. 37, Eagle B. H. Shaw, John C.
Boblett, James May; school house.
E. A. MIERA,

Chairman Board County Commissioners.
Attest: J. A. SUMMERS,' Clerk.,
o

Anotherl
j
Our regular semi annual Green Tag
Sale begins Wednesday, January 7th.
In order to properly arrange our stock
we will be closed all day on Tuesday.
January Cth. We propose to make
this our banner sale, and we are pre
tain advance assured T
paring some surprising bargains in
Agricultural lands In Deming are unsur
passed for fertility, production of fruits clothing and furnishing goods. SIMON
STERN, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
and vegetables of all kinds.
Deming off era the same opportunities
o
now that the most proaperous cities In the 7ia Atchison Topeka &
Santa Fe
west offered several years ago.
Railroad.
Deming needs one hundred new hnusei
Kansas City and Return $32.50' via
to supply the demand, and needs them
Santa Fe Annual convention Nation
now. This demand continues to grow.
Deming ships over 1U0.0O0 head of cattle al Live Stock association, Kansas City
annually; la the center of the greateat January 13 to 16; rate one standard
breeding region In the southwest and cat- fare plus f3 for round trip. Dates of
tlemen all know this.
sale, January 11 and 12, 1903. Limits,
going passage to commence date of
ELECTION PROCLAMATION.
sale; return limit January 16, except
that by depositing ticket with Joint
In accordance with chapter XVII of agent not later than January 16. and
the laws of 1891, an election of the upon payment of a fee of 50 cents requalified voters of Bernalillo county Is turn limit will be extended to leave
hereby called to take place on the sec- Kansas City on January 31. 1903. Con
passage In each direction.
ond Monday of January, A. II. 1903, tinuous
F. L. MYERS, Agent
being the 12th day of said month, within the several precincts in the same
Wait for Itt
county, for the purpose of electing one
Those Green Tag Sales of ours have
Justice of the peace and one constable got to be part of the history of this
in each and every precinct In said town and never fail to atract atten
county as provided by law.
tion. But we are preparing for one
The following named persons are now which will surpass all previous;
hereby appointed Judges for the ensu- records for magnitude, and especially
ing election, and the following named on account of the unmatchable prices
places designated as the polling place we will quote on our entire stock.
of the respective precincts:
Sale begins January 7th. SIMON
No. 4, Bernalillo Francisco Her--j STERN, the Railroad Avenue Clothier..
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Caught

POITREY

KILLED,

Passenger Train and

by a

Run Over.

Sorosis Slioes

If'or'VVoirieii...
ARE THE 6WELLE8T

LOOKING,

M08T

COMFORTABLE

FEEL-IN-

AND BEST WEARING SHOES YOU CAN BUY AT THE PRICE.
A 8HOE SUITABLE FOR EVERY

WEAR OR OUTDOOR

STYLE

STYLE-"T

Style

KID, MEDIUM WELT SOLE, COIN TOE.

KID, EXTENSION SOLE, WIDE TOE.

BLACK

21

,

CLOTH TOP, LIGHT TURN SOLE,

,
27.-b-

STREET

BLACK KID, LIGHT WELT SOLE, PATENT TIP.

STYLE 8.
,

DRESS,

SPORT.

.BLACK

, STYLE 3.

OCCASION

COIN"

,

calf, heavy extension

ox

TOE,
i

sol,

wide
"

TOE.

WINTER BREAKFASTS
of buckwheat cakes fend molasses are
the housewife 'a standby. She knows
where to get the buckwheat flour
here of course and she has the ability
and skill to turn that flour into dellc
ious, steaming hot,
water, golden-browcakes.
Follow
her example and get your buckwheat
flour at Bell's.
h

n

r

J

-

V

L. BELL & CO.

Nob. 118 and

ITT

Zi

South Second SL

Instead of Waiting,...
Until the End of the Season, We Offer the Balance of Our Felt Goods Now While You Still
Have Use for Them
Felt Slippers, plain or fur trimmed, felt or leather soles, for
men and Children, also Infants' Romeos and carriage boots; all
to close them out.

INSTALLATION
go

at cost

MEUNSTERMAN:

Opposite PoBtoffice.

224 South Second St.

MONEY TO LOAN.

On dtanionus, watcnea, etc., or any
food security; also househoM goods
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenu.

'

i

0. W. STRONG & SONS,

Undertakers
and
Embalmers

CITY .NEWS.

'

-

U

Acorn base burners. The world's
standard. Whitney Comapny.

Look Into Kleinwort's marked on
North Third street. He has the nicest
frcsa
la the city.
In oiexican drawn
ork we are
showing a big assortment. Albeit
faber, bOS Railroad avenue.
Gentlemen! let us tase your measure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
Are you looking for the best, fitting
and longest wearing lines of stockings
for men,-- , women and children? Try
our "Black Cat" and "Iron Clad"
brands. - We 'guarantee them to give
satisfaction or will refund your money.
C. May's Popular Priced Shoe Store,
208 West Railroad avenue.

nrt

1

North Second
BOTH PHONES.

8t

.

If you wish to give your gentleman
friend a nice present get a box of Kir-ste- r
Brps.' cigars.

I

i

Our

Green Tag Sale

Semi-Annu- al

IS N OW

From this date we place en sale
all our WINTER OVERCOATS,
comprising the latest styles in
all new cuts, at a reduction from
our former low prices of
'

20

W. V. Wolvin, T. D. S.. Cental Sur
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, U:ant
tlock. Both, 'phones.
Mrs. B. Frank Fillmore's
dancing
class will meet at Odd Fellows' hall
Thursday night promptly at 8 o'clock.

Greatest of all Green Tag Sales.
WE NEVER CARRY GOODS ONE FROM ONE SEASON TO ANOTHER AND THAT IS WHY WE NEVER AT ANY
TIME HAVE ANYTHING VERY OLD TO SELL. WE HAVE A $30,000.00 STOCK OF
CLO THING AND FURNISHING GOODS , If ATS . SHOES
'
AND NEARLY EVERY ARTICLE IN OUR STORE HAS BEEN MARKED DOWN

Study Our Windows aud Study Those tireen Tags lor Thereby You Will Profit!

Men's Suits and Trousers
Over 800 .suits to choose from and every style and size represented, many new and handsome patterns.
All our suits that formerly
TAG SALE PRICE
All our suits that formerly
TAG SALE PRICE
All our suits that formerly
TAG SALE PRICE
All our pants that formerly
TAG SALE PRICE
All our pants that formerly
TAG SALE PRICE
All our pants that formerly
TAG SALE PRICE.

sold from $16 to $22; SPECIAL GREEN

$13.75

;

sold from
sold from

$13
$10

to $16; SPECIAL GREEN

$11.75

to $13; SPECIAL GREEN

$8.75

sold for $4.60 and $3; SPECIAL GREEN

$3.90

4

ikxJL---

.

'

'

'

E. L. WASHBURN

See

Whitcomb,

Eighth and TIJeras.

MONEYIOLOANX
On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains In watches
of every description.
A. H. YANOW
209 South Second street, a few doors

north of postofflce.

All our $18 and $22 coats

at

All our $16 and $17.50 Coats

$14.75
$13.75
$11.75
$8.75

at

All our $13 and $15 Coats

at....

All our $10 to $12.00 Coats

at

$2.90

ld for $2.50 and $3; SPECIAL GREEN

Shoes

$1.90

Extra Special Qreen Tag Sale Offering!

All odds and ends of High Grade Hats, comprising many Stetsons,
Knox and Tigers, regular prices $4, $4.50 and $5; SPECIAL GREEN
,
TAG SALE PRICE
Many new styles that formerly sold for $2.50 and $3; SPECIAL
GREEN TAG SALE PRICE
All our regular $2 Hats at
CRUSHERS AND MEN'S CAPS REDUCED TO HALF PRICE.

$2.90

$1.90
$1.65

A line of R. P. Smith's finest Shoes, all styles and sizes, latest
shapes, never sold for less than $4; EXTRA SPECIAL GREEN
TAG SALE PRICES

Hanan
NOW

&

Son, odds and ends; regular price $5.50 and

$2.75

$6- -

..$3.90

Herman's regular2.50 Shoe, NOW
M. A. Packard regular $4.50 Shoes; NOW

$1.90
$2.90

.MEN'S FURNISHINGS
All fleece lined Underwear in Blue,
Brown or Pink, sold for $1.25, $1.50

All Monarch and
Stiff
Bosom Shirts, sell everywhere at $1.25
and $1.75; Special . Green Tag Sale
Price 75 Cents.

and $2 per suit; Special Green Tag
Price, 90 cents Suit.
All $2.50, $3 and $3.50 Underwear
per suit; Special Green Tag Sale, $1.90
j
Suit.
All $3.50, $4 and $4.50 Underwear
per suit; tpecial Green Tag Sale $2.90
Suit.

100 dozen pair Tan and Black Hose,
regular price 2 for 25 cents; Special, 4
for 25 cents.
25 dozen Band Bows, regular prices
25 cents; Special 2 for 25 centa.
All our fancy 75 cent Neckwear;
Special, 45 cents.
Every Article in the Boys' Depart
ment one-hal- f
h
to
under
priced.

All Wilson Bros.' Plain and Fancy
White Shirts, sold for $1.50; Special
Green Tag Sale Price 95 cents.
All our $1 Shirts at 75 cents.
All our 75 cent Shirts at 45 Cents.

one-fourt-

SItylON STERN, the Railroad Avenue Clothier
ma

VMM

E. J. POST & CO.

G. H. CONNER
DR.The Pioneer
Osteopath
w?

New Mexico

Cures by the

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH,

Science of Osteopathy
Known as
All

Diseases

curable.
Send for Osteopathic literature.
Consultation Free.

Office:

21-23- "

Before purchasing that Christmas present, call and see our
nice line of

Whiting Block
A

Proprietor.

HARDWARE.

,

Which are.

GENUINE IXL CARVING. SETS, FANCY
TABLE CUTLERY,
FINE POCKET
CUTLERY

CLEAN SHAVE

you can always have wben using
one of our fine tempered steel
razors. Our stock of fine cut-

lery is all of the best cutting
quality, whether it be carving
knives, pocket knives, shears,
We keep nothing
or scissors.
but the best quality, and our
prices have been ground down
as sharp as our cutlery.

We are sure we can please you,
as the best at the lowest price
always pleases.

WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

The Diamond Palace!
FINE
GOODS

JEWELRY,
8ILVKKWARE,

LOW
PRICES

FIMOREE,
CUT

TRY THE

POSTAL PHARMACY

WATCHES,
DIAMONDS.

VJfltoes welcome and are cordially invited to

FOR

PRESCRIPTIONS

GLASS.
in-

spect our gorgeous stock.

E. A. PAGE, Fh. O.

FOR TREES, VINES, ETC.,

Everyone can afford a good
warm overcoat at this figure.

Overcoats
We are especially desirous of closing out our entire Overcoat
stock have made prices accordingly. This presents a good oppor-tunit- y
for tardy buyers.
Every Coat we sell ia. guaranteed the
very best in workmanship and quality for the price paid.

sold for $3.50 and $4; SPECIAL GREEN

Hats

mmm
Small channel catfish, fresh salmon,
sea liass, smelts, herring, flounders,
redflsh, lolmfera, patent case oysetrs
(Blue Points, Maryland Standards,
Large Houma Selects) smoked white
fish, cromarty bloaters, smoked halibut, smoked salmon, lunch herring,
Milchner herring, Bismarck herring,
Norway mackerel, flaked halibut. Use
Sedgwick Creamery
Butter. SAN
JOSE MARKET.

OlS"

Greater, Broader, Better, Completer in Variety, a Hundred Times More Potent in Its Power for Price-Savin- g
'
Than Any of Its PredecessorsTruly a Special Sale that Has No Parallel in the Whole Range
of Progressive Retailing in the Southwestsuch is the beginning of

Past lady commander, Mrs. Minnie
Miller; lady commander, Mrs. Sadie
McMilllon; lieutenant commander. Mrs.
Anna Fenner; recorder, Mrs. Mamie
Carroll; finance keeper, Mrs. Margaret
Bigelow; chaplain, Mrs. Eliza Drury;
sergeant at arms, Mrs. Lucy Rummell;
mistress at arms, Mrs. Minnie Corson;
sentinel, Mrs. Flora Griffith. .
In the evening the Odd Fellows congregated at the hall in goodly numbers
and a most pleasant session was held.
After the work of Installation, those
present partook of a most inviting re
past. The new officers are; Noble
grand, H. E. Fox; vice grand, F. If.
Strong; secretary, O. S. Pillsbury;
treasurer, H. Brockmeler.
Sheriff T. S. Hubbell has returned
from an official trip to Santa Fe.
Miss Mabel Fox Is at home suffering
from a severe cold.

Overcoats

V

Maccabees and Odd Fellows Entertained Last Night.
From 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon
until late last night Odd Fellows' hall.
on Smith Second street, was a Kerne
of much doings.
The Ladies of the Maccabees met In
the afternoon and celebrated the event
of their annual Installation of officers.
Mrs. Minnie Miller, the estimable
past lady commander and retiring officer, as commander, was honored by
being presented with a handsome cut
glass dish, as a token of appreciation
for work done during her term of
A most delicious repast followed the
installation of the following new

20 Years' Experience In this City
201-21-

EXERCISES.

Men, Wo-

Get your size while they last.

T.

Charles Toltrey, a wealthy resident
of Trinidad, Colo., who mot with a
painful and serious accident last night
at the depot by falling under the
wheels of a passenger train, had his
right arm amputated just above the
elbow at the St. Joseph's hospital this
morning.
Mr. Poitrey was a passenger on passenger train No. 7, and In attempting
to dismount from the train, while still
In motion, he stumbled and fell
the wheels. The right arm was
run over and crushed badly. And at
the time of the accident it was thought
several internal Injuries nad been re
ceived, but upon careful investigation
it is believed that there are no fatal
Internal injuries.
Mr. Poltrey was taken to the St.
Joseph hospital. He was unconscious
most of the time and suffered the
greatest agony when consciousness
was regained.
Dr. Elder stated this morning that
they had been unable to find any Indications of Internal Injuries. However,
the fall and Injuries received were
quite a shock to the aged man s nervous system. Hut the doctors have rea:
son to believe Mr. Poltrey will recover
from his injuries.
The unfortunate man is well known
in Albuquerque. He owns considerable
property on North Fourth street, and
many vacant lots around town. His
wife was telegraphed at Trinidad last
night. It is sincerely hoped by his
many friends in this city that he will
recover from his injuries so as to be
able to be around. The accident cost
him an arm, but it came near being
his death.
He is Dead.
The injuries received by Poitrey
resulted fatal, his death occurring at
1:30 this afternoon. The nature of the
injury and the shock was too much for
the aged man, who was about 70 years
old. A. Borders took charge of the
remains and will prepare them for Interment. His wife was telegraphed at
Trinidad, and will reach here this
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